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Student meeting tackles cultural diversity
by Jodi L. Wallin
STAFF WRITER

In a rapidly changing world,

cultural diversity will be nearly as
difficult to avoid as computer
technology. Yet, both SCSU and
MnSCU have taken measures in the
past few months that have
proponents of cultural diversity
concerned.
In a · mini-retreat on cultural

diversity held in Atwood Memorial
Center Friday, students from
Southwest
State
University,
University
of
MinnesotaMoorhead,
Bemidji
State
Universily, SCSU and the
Minnesota State University Student
Association joined to discuss the
issues facing cultural communities
and ways in which to lobby our
government and MnSCU to ensure
tha~ cultural diversity has a place in

the future of Minnesota's public
universities.
Robert Johnson, director of
minority studies at SCSU, was the
featured speaker at the mini-retreat.
He outlined three primary issues
facing those involved in furthering
cultural diversity: developing a
written commitment to cultural
diversity on campuses under the
MnSCU umbrella; at SCSU, the
attempt to cut back on Multi-

cultural, ·Gender and Minority that MnSCU values "building- a
studies credits under the new _system open and accepting of all
semester system and maintaining a individuals." Neither Johnson nor
strong role and commitment to the students at the retreat believed
that statement to be strong enough.
diversity on campus.
'That one line by the chancellor
The largest concern is that there
is no vision for cultural diversity (Eaton) may result in lowered
outJined in the current MnSCU funding," said Shahzad Ahmad,
SCSU minority program director.
plan, according to Johnson.
The plan itself, released Nov. 26 "Nobody is required to do
in a memo from MnSCU anything."
Chancellor Judith Eaton, states only

Senior-toSophomore
program
showing
success

MSUSA

lobbies for tuition
freeze
by Jeff Dahler
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A luncheon Was held Saturday afternoon in the
Atwood Memorial Center to support the lobbying
efforts of Minnesota State University Student
Association to create a state-wide tuition freeze for
state universities.
The luncheon was part of a weekend-long
Presidential Board of Directors' Meeting to discuss
and set the priorities on ttie specific issues MSUSA
will be lobbying for.
"We are concentrating on the legislative
platfonn that sets up our lobbying at the state
capital, and then later at Washington D.C.," Brent
Glass, Chair of MSUSA, said.
Glass said a tuition freeze and an increase in
·state aid is needed because students are getting
priced-out of the opportunity to receive a secondary
education.
"Last year there was a 10,00) student reduction
in enrollment in this state alone," Glass said.
Unlike most state funded organizations, the
Minnesota State University and College board has
no inflationary increase clause in its budget. Gl8$S
said this forces universities around the state to
increase student tuitions on an almost annual basis.
The state legislature has created a Oto 5 percent
increase in tuition (that is to be decided upon and
controlled by the specific universities) to make up
the revenue lost by not having inflammatory
increase in its budget.
Glass said most state legislatures don't support
a five percent tuition increase, but because it is
available most universities use it out of necessity.

Go TO MSUSA, PAGE 7 •

Go ro DIVERSllY, PAGE 7 •

by Kelley Karau
STAFF WRITER

Shane A. OpaJz/ASSISTANf PHOTO WfTOR

A student walks past a flowering crab tree Friday afternoon. The
flowering crab tree normally keeps tts berries until mid-winter, unless
they are eaten by cedar waxwing birds.

The- new Senior-to-Sophomore program at
SCSU is underway and seems to be catching on
with local high school students.
The SCSU sponsored· program, controlled by
the Center for Continuing Studies, started in April
. and is in partnership with local high schools. It
aJlows high school juniors who are in the top onethird of their graduating class and high school
seniors in the top half of their graduating class to
enroll in college level courses.
Professors from SCSU go to the high schools
and teach the classes.
After completing the program, if they earn
enough credits, the students will enter their first
year of college as sophomores rather than
freshmen.
The program offers an alternative to the Post
Secondary Option (PSEO) that the students now
have.
"Students in PSEO would have to provide
their own transportation to and from the college,
but with the Senior-to-Sophomore program
we bring the classes to them," said .Susan
Douma, coordinator of the program.
Occasionally the high schools can't afford
something for a class, such as speciaJ lab equipment
for chemistry classes. If that happens, SCSU
invites the students to come to camous on a field
trip.

•

Go TO PROGRAM, PAGE 7 •
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TODAY
Winter Camping
LealTI cross-country skiing,
ice fishing, snowshoeing, .

and winter camping skills.
The cost for this event is
$15. Sign-up and infonnation
will be available in the UPB
office in the Atwood
Memorial Center, room 118.

Winter Bowling
League
Starting Tuesday night

7

p.m. to 9 p.m., ending

February 11. Two person
teams, par:tners provided if
needed. Cost is $8, including

Chronic;le/2

CAMPus & CoMMUNDY

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

UNll'ERSJJT

Huisetitruit tip leads
proves false
Mason City, Iowa police received a tip via the
internet on the missing body of SCSU graduate
Jodi Huisentruit
The tip stated the body of the missing
anchorwoman would be found in a soybean fiel(i
~5 miles sou~east of MllSOn City.
Police said the lead seemed promising at first
, but after excavation, the lead turned out to be
false.
Huisentruit has been missing since June 27,
1995. She was employed as an anchorwoman at
the television station KGAN.

Math tutor needed
Madison Elementary School is in need of a
math tutor.
Volunteers would work with a small group of

accelerated math sttK:lents. Tutors will able to
work various hours with the students at the
school between the hours of 8 a.m. and
11:20 p.m. or 12:05 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. The
tutors will only be needed once a week.
If interested, contact Joyce McDonald at 202-

IRS's home page at www.irs.ustreas.gov.

Women's Center sets
winter schedule

1403.

The Women's Center sponsors weekly
speakers dealing with women's issues. This
quarter's topic is "Beauty: Who pays the price?"
Here is the winter schedule:
QJan. 8: Women and Pornography: Who's
Hurting Who?
Over break, students should watch for a · QJan. 15: How Does Your Culture Define
colorful tax package mailed fonn the IRS.
Beauty?
TeleFile will provide a fast, easy and
QJan. 22: Women, Beauty and Aging.
paperless way to do your taxes in about ten
· QJan 29: What Do Women Need to Get a
minutes, but you will not be able to use this "Leg" up in the Workplace?
system unless you have the TeleFile paclqige.
OFeb. 5: Beauty and the Beast.
OFeb. 12: Hungry for Beauty: Eating
About 51,000 people in Minnesota filed their
taxes over the phone last year. Many where Disorders and the Beauty Ideal.
students.
To receive infonnation on TeleFile, access the

Speedy tax service
now available

shoes, Stop by the

Recreation Center in Atwood
Center to sign up.

STATE & ,NATION

Unisense Concert
Group performs a unique
blend of rock, reggae, and

other types of music.
Unisense will be playing at
the Quarry in the Atwood

Memorial Center at 8 p.m.
Tickets are free.

Men's Basketball
7:30 p.m. vs. University of
Minnesota Dulth in
Halenbeck Hall,

WEDNESDAY
Celebrate the Season
Bruce and Kathryn Grube
will host the event. Faculty,
staff and students are
invited. It will take place from
3 p,m, to 4:30 p,m,
(reception), at 4:30 p,m, the
holiday classic film, "Miracle
on 34th street," will ·be
shown.

THURSDAY
Arts and Crafts Fair
Presented by the St. Cloud
Community Arts Council. It
will be located in the Atwood
Memorial Center Main
Lounge from 10 a.m. to
4p,m,

Dramatic Presentation
The International Dramatic
Association Wild Geese
presents "From Studio O.Z."
Thursday and Friday· at
8 p.m. All stories are written
and directed by members of
the association . No charge
for tickets.

Second
candidate drops
fromUofM
race
The search to find a new
president for the University of
Minnesota is now a little easier. 1be
second of 3 candidates has dropped
out of the race.
Judith Ramaley and William
Muse dropped out of the race on
consecutive days leaving only Mark
Yudof, University of Texas at
Austin, as a potential candidate for
the position.
University officiars say that does •
not mean Yudof will be the next
president of the U ofM.

To submit information for the
ev~nts calenda r, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498

Rozelle dies
Former National Football
League Commissioner Pete Rozelle
died at home. Rozelle was 70.
Rozelle is credited with
changing modem football into the
nation's most popular spectator
sport.

Chlorine
accident
evacuates area

The fire which ignited in a
storage building, caused no .serious
accidents, but required the
evacuation of several hundred
nearby residents and workers
during the eight•hour emergency.
Three firefighters received minor
injuries when they came in contact
with the chemicaJs.
Officials reopened E. Hennepin
Ave. to traffic Friday afternoon.

Protected wolf
shot to death

Wisconsin conservation officials
are searching for the individual who
A second chemical fire in less shot a female timberwolf.
than two years r·aises questions
The wolf was being monitored
about the safety of Hawkins by a radio transmitter device, and
Chemical Co. in southeast was found dead in the northeast
Minneapolis.
· comer of Wisconsin.

56YFARSAOO...
In I940, students were able to
give a little piece of the campus as a
Christmas gift. 25-cent baby bonds
were sold to help finiance the
student union that was located in
Carol Hall.
The commiuee in charge of the
student union decided a game
room, lounge and cafeteria woul~
best serve students living both on
and off campus.
The cost of creating the student
union was estimated to be around
$750. The college picked up $500
of the bill and the baby bonds were
used to raise the other $250 neede_d.

CoRRECTIONS
University Chronicle will
correct errors occuning in it.~ news
articles. If you find a problem with
a story - an error of fact or point
requiring clarification - please call
(320) 255-4086,

The wolf was captured last year
and was part of a program to
reintroduce wolves where they have
not lived for decades.

Prosecutors
again lOQking at
Clinton
...
\
~

Prosecutors are investigating
_President Clinton for wrongdoings.
Sources close to the former
governor of Arkansas suspect he
steered the sites of three state
prisons in exchange for campaign
support.
The investigation was prompted
because Clinton turned down a site
proposed where the county would
have hooked up water and sewer
free of charge.

Chronicle

IN IIIsTORY...

Women's Basketball
7 p.m. vs. Moorhead State
in Halenbeck Hall.
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Sundow-ner services expand
Free bus service
now offers pickup from home to
campus

campus."
"A lot of planning and logistics
goes into planning and providing
bus service for SCSU," Cruikshank
said. "Many considerations have lo
be taken into account when
servicing SCSlJ."

by Eric S. Dietz

Metrobus has a peak time fleet
of twenty buses. The SCSU campus
is serviced by three Campus
Clipper routes, one University
route, one Sundowner roule and
two Husky Shuttle buses. 20
percent of Metrobus' operation is
dedicated to the SCSU campus.

STAFF WRITER

The students and faculty of

SCSU see Metrobus servicing the
campus every day. This cooperative
effort between Metrobus and SCSU
just got one degree better.
The Sundowner seIYice, which

'This is a big commitment," said
Cruikshank.

transports students from campus to

their homes after 5:15 p.m., was
just improved. 1be Sundowner now
has the ability to transport students

and faculty in the St Cloud area
from their homes to the campus.
With the adclition of a hand-held
cellular phone, drivers of the

Sun~owner will be able to pick up
riders from their homes.
"We work with SCSU and they
work with us," Tom Cruikshank, the
transit planner for Metrobus, said.
"It is a cooperative effort. SCSU
requested help with their parking

and transportation issues, and we
saw a need."
''This Stlndowner service is the
first of its kind for Mctrobus," Tony
Kellen, transportation supervisor

The Husky Shuttle is an
incentive for the current parking
plan. With parking permits for Q
and K lots, Metrobus offers a
quarter pass for the Husky Shuttle.
Julio. Peterson!PHuro EDllVR
ThiS
quarter
pass
covers
The SCSU Sundowner now.transports students and faculty with identific~tion to campus from ·approximately 20 percent of
operational
costs.
Another
50
their homes after 5:15 p.m. The shuttle runs every half hour on the SCSU campus.
percent
is
covered
forMetrobus,said.
reference their list. This list will be
1be Sundowner currently has by SCSU at a capped rate.
a quick reference for the drivers lo between 75 and 95 passengers a
The students and faculty know which area of town the rider night. Metrobus is hoping that with
The University route is a
meinbers who currently ride the lives in.
service.
It's
this new improved service the community
Sundowner will be given a business
operational
costs are not paid for by
number of riders will go up.
card with an ID number and the
Drivers then try to fit the caller
scsu.
cellular phone number on it.
into the route for the evening. The
''The Sundowner is more than a
The Sundowner is paid for by
drivers will try get to the caller into security ride, like when SCSU used
When riders call, they will give the route within an hour, Kellen to operate the system," Kellen said. SCSU student activity fees. All
the driver the identification number
"It's an alternative to driving to students or faculty members need is
explained.
on their caret Drivers will then
a university ID for a free ride.

Sinclair Lewis letters to be researched at SCSU
by Muhammad Karim
STAFF WRITER

A little piece of Main
Street has come to SCSU.
1be university paid $6,<XX)
for a collection of Sinclair

tii:£~;:ri£:e~:ho1!
~~::h~~he~co~:~:rsi~
archivist.
Lewis' letters were

::c~~te;7i:~~~1;

are .an addition to the Lewis
Family Pape~. which now
constitute 38 linear feet of
shelving space in the library. -

col;~!:ng ,~;s\,pe!','g~~
Sinclair Lewis between the
years 1973 and 1975,"
Schenk said.
Lewis was born in 1885
in Sauk Centre, Minn., 40
miles west or St. Cloud. He

[;~7!:: frn:~~!:0~;
1Y

careerasajournalist.Lewis'
~~~i"Y;!:.asL:i~u~~f~~
international fame in 1920
wilh lhe publication or

credit to have such a c~llection qf
correspondence in its archives,"
R>rsethsaid.
Yale has the largest
============== archive in the nation
according to Forseth.
Schenk said the recent
Ley.is enjoyed modest success
before his death in 1951,
according to biographer Mark
Shore.

M

[s

b:J'

Sinc'/:;fr Lewis
■ ANN VICKERS
■ ARROWSMITH

■ 0•08DASBWBOITTRTH

■ ELMER GANTRY
■

FR EE Al R

■ IT CA
. N'T HAPPEN
HERE
■ THE ·Jos.
AN AMERICAN NOVEL

■

MAIN STREE:T

■ OUR MR. WRENN
■ SELECTED
.

SHORT STORIES OF

SINCLAIR LEWIS

~i~r~i:n ·~at:~e ba~:W~
"SCSUheldacentennial
on
Sinclair
Lewis,
celebrating his life and

3%~~11a~[~~1~ h::ii
prevented
her
from
~~::'!.~dshediedsoon

the A~'ir!tio:e;.c~t:~

was inhcriled by a friend,
Mary Branham.

"Branhamcontactedthe
then-president of SCSU,
Brendan McDonald, who
subsequently met with her
and began negoliating lhe

~i;t:t: 1:~e lett~~~:
~~~~~~ord=~10

ha~ t~

retire.Nothingwasdonefor
over ten years."
Contact
was
re-

:~tnc~::~~~~=::
:~:~~an~:e!i~:
indifference
and
dull
was completed according to
existence of provincial l i f e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Schenk.
and barely masked the goings on of
Although
several
other
''We only have the letters Lewis
his own hometown.
institutions have collections of wrote to Marcella," Schenk said. ''It
In 1930, Lewis became the first works by and about Lewis, SCSU's is believed that the letters Marcella
American author to receive the collection is impressive, according wrote
either destroyed
or
Nobel Prize in literature. He to Roger Forseth, professor were
declined acceptance of the Pulitzer emeritus of the university of lost."
Prize in 1926.
Wisconsin at Superior.
Forseth, w!)o is currently
''I think it is to St. Cloud State's working on a critical biography of

"'9'
"I think it is to St Q.oud State's credit
to have such a collection of
correspondence in its archives."
Roger Forseth
PROFESSOR EMERrTUS OF THE LiNIVERSrTY OF WISCONSINSUPERIOR

Lewis, said the two met at
Summerstock theater in 1939,
where Powers acted in a play
written by Lewis.
"She was 18 and he was 54,"
Forseth said:
Lewis and Powers immediately
began an intimate relationship,
which lasted intennittently for
almost a decade. There are 261
letters spanning the years 1939 to
1947. In them, Lewis is often
playful and witty, constantly
referring to Powers as "darling" and
"lamb."
There were times, however,
when Lewis displayed annoyance
with Powers. as exemplified by a
terse note devoid of the usual
expressions of love and affection.
"I had planned to write you a
very long letter today," Lewis wrote
on July IO, 1943. "But considering
that in the two and a half weeks I
have been away, I have received
from you only one letter and one
scrawled pencil note of a dozen
words. 1bere doesn't seem to be
any use."

In 1946, Powers was married to
another man, but the two remained
close and continued to correspond
"You have been so gallant,"

Lewis wrote in his last letter to
Powers on Sept. 11, 1947. "You
have tried so tenderly not only to
make your marriage go, but to be
splendid. You have been so faithful
and enterprising on your job. My
unceasing admiration for you is
greater than ever."
Forseth said thCse letters are
significant because they will give
future biographers evidence to
corroborate already existing
infonnation oil the life and travels
oflewis.
Constance Perry, an English
professor at SCSU, said Lewis's
style of writing makes him
unappealing to anthologists of
American literature.
"He was a satirical writer of his
period," Perry said.

Forseth · concurs, but onJy to a
point.
"Since SCSU held the
centennial for Lewis in 1985, things
have changed," Forseth said. "I
have noticed a resurgence of
interest in the man and his writing.
·It is my contention that interest-in
Sinclair Lewis will grow in
the years to come."
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Loss of Neidernieier felt beyond Business Office
by Tom Maas
STAFF WRITER

The recent death o( SCSV's Director of Purchasing,
Francis Neidenneier is a great loss to the university business
office and the loss will be -felt across campus.
· ·

Neidenneier, an SCSU employee for 25 years, had been ori
medical leave to treat cancer before his untimely d~ath. Coworkers and Neidermeier himself anticipated a full recovery
and his eventual return to work. SCSU Inventory Control
Supervisor David Gamble, a co-worker and longtime friend,
expected to see Neidenneier back in the office.

as the epitome of a good citizen, both well-liked and highly
respected. Carol John, an account clerk senior in the b.isiness
office, remembered Neidenneier as very religiOl.ls, strong,

outgoing and uplifting.
"He kind of was our glue," .John said. "He was a tower of
strength. He lived the life of a good person. He lived it and
breathed it and taught it."
Giving seemed to be a consistent theme .in co-workers'
memories of Neidermeier. There is a consensus ampng the
group that he was a Stabling factor, that anyone couJd talk to
him. Doris Frieler, account clerk senior, shared this
sentiment

''The possibility of treatment was definitely there,"·
"Fran was always more concerned about the next person,"
Gamble said. "Fran was optimistic and we all thought he
Frieler said. "He made the harmony of the office and it carried
would be back. It looked good, that's what makes it hard."
over, it went out to the whole campus. He was always there."
aff~:ti~s :~;as f~~f~~e~~o~~~ di:C!! ' Mary Schneider, account clerk senior, commented on a
business offfice were fragile as co-workers remembered him quality offaim~s Neidermeier possessed that made him seem

0

iccessibleioothers.
"He was very fair. He had this way that made him
approachable," Schneider said. "He made you feel
comfortable no matter who you were."
Lisa Sparks, formerly Neidermeier's assistant, is now
taskad with the position of Interim Director of Purchasing.
Spark's reflections mirrored those of her fellow employees.
She saw Neidermeier as someone who proviqed_ stabi~ty and
was a good person, as well as a motivator. .1,
"He made you want to go to work in the morning because
you were going to see him," Sparks said. "He had a way of
keeping everything in perspei;:tive. He motivated you. He gave·
you _confidence."
Neidermeier is remembered by those close to him as a man
who had a heart of pure gold. A man who was liked by all,
while commanding respect without demanding it A truly
good person.

Grant will assist referral center in creating state data base
by Michelle Wallin
STAFF WRITER

Access to a database of
Minnesota's community services
will soon be available through a
single call to a l •800 number or
through viewing a site on the World
Wide Web.
First Call For Help, a referral
organization whose representatives
help people locate community
services such as support groups,
counseling, financial assistance or
jobs has received an $8,000 grant
from the Central Minnesota
Initiative Fund to convert to a new
state•wide software system. First
Call For Help, serving central
Minnesota, is located in St. Cloud
and is an agency of United Way.

The beginning of the conversion
is already ih place, said Greg
Reigstad, executive director for
First Call For Help. Reigstad also
teaches an urban studies course at

scsu.

Anyone can access referrals,
especially for family•oriented
services, from their own area by
dialirig
1·800-KIDS709.
Technology is in place to route the
calls to the nearest referral center,
based on the caller's area code,
Reigstad said.
The _phone number is named
Kids Can't Wait. Reigstad said the
name was influenced by Susan
Carlson, wife of Govenor Aine
Carlson, who has stated her desire
to help impiove the situation for
children in Minnesota.

WOULD YOU LIKE AN
IN-HOUSE COMPUTER
WITH ACCESS TO
l\1NWASWEATHER
SYSTEM, UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY AND MORE
IN YOU NEW APARTMENT BUILDING?

BRIDGEVlEW WEST AND BRIDGEVIEW SOU1H
THE ONLY APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERS FOR
STUDENT USE AT NO EXIRA CHARGE AVAILABIE .
24° HOURS A DAY.

-

PILLAR PROPERTYMANAGEMENT
259-4259

Funding for the hardware,
Which is already in place, was
provided in part· by a separate
$4, I 00 grant from the Central
Minnesota Community Foundation
last spring, Reigstad said.
Compiling agency names and
descriptions from all over the state
into one database on the computer
will talce time, but is expected to be
completed in July 1998.
Reigstad ·said he is excited that
the new software system, to be
called FirstCallNet, will allow
students to do information referrals
for themselves, family and friends
by accessing the web site.
"It's important for people to get
to whatever services they can,"
Reigstad said.
A 1-800 number will allow

people to call and f"Cceive
information from FirstCallNet from
a representatiVe, who will also be
able to offer personal insight.
"There's
probably
more
infonnation over the phone, but it ·
will be the same base of
infonnation," Reigstad said.
The Central Minnesota Initiative
Fund is a granting source from
Little Falls, Minn. focusing ·on
small town and rural development
and leadership, Reigstad said.
Kathy Gaalswick, director of the
Central Minnesota Initiative Fund,
s'aid criteria for the grant included
the applicant's need for the project,
qualifications,
cooperation
(following through) and creativity.
"First Call For Help has a very
s,trong track record with us,"

Gaalswick said. "It's a very cutting
edge program and will provide an
efficient kind of service."
Gaalswick said First Call For
Help does a good job of staying in
touch with needs of the community.
According to Reigstad, many
community services, such as
support groups, are free of cost and
help to improve people's lives. He
said people often wait too long to
look for help.
"What we do best is getting
people into the system early, before
a crisis," Reigstad said.
Reigstad said in many cases,
people are referred to counselors
they can meet face-to-face.
-The central Minnesota First Call
For Help can tXr ~ched at (320)
252-3474 or I-8()().K!DS709.
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SCSU students help with holiday Traveline
by Holli .Chitwood
STAFF WRITER

Holiday travelers enjoyed safer
driving experiences, thanks in part
to the efforts of SCSU meteorology
students.
The students staffed the phones
for WCC0-1V Traveline services
during
Thanksgiving
break.
Trayeline is a service pro\lided by
WCCO-TV in Minneapolis for the
public. The students answered calls
from people who wanted to know
weather conditions or weather
forecasts for any area in the
country.

According to meteorology
professor Bob Weisman, many
people who call are surprised. that

real people answer the phones. This
is a very va1uable and rare service,
he said.

'There are only two places in

the country that offer this-kind of
service, where you can call up
during the holidays," Weisman
said. "One is in Minneapolis, the

other is in St. Louis."
This

service

is

important

especially for those traveling over
the holidays, Weisman said.
Traditionally, Thanksgiving is a
time for_ people to do a lot of
traveling, and it is also a time for
bad weather. When- these two
elements are combined it can cause
problems.
Meredith Polipnick, SCSU
meteorology student" and WCCO
weather intern, said the' Traveline
"received about 7,(XX) phone calls
during the Thanksgiving holiday.
Th.is service is also beneficial
for those student~ working the
Traveline. In addition to providing

a chance to make sqme money, it
gives the students an opportunity to.
learn -about the computers used in
meteorology and to iilecide what the
travel conditiOns would be
8.Ccording to the weather.
The students also learn the city
codes they are expected to know (or
their classes, according . to
Polipni~k.
''We get good experience with
looking maps up and looking
information up," she said.
Weisman said the students gain
useful skills dealing with the public
and exercising patience with all the
questio~ that can be asked. He said
it also enhances the reputation of
SCSU with the public.
'The students get some
wonderful experience and the
public gets a wonderful service,"
Weisman said.

There are on{y two places in the
country ?hat offer this kind of service
where you can call up.during the
holidays...
Bob Weisman ·
METEOROLOGY PROFESSOR
The Traveline will be available
during the Christmas holiday,
December 20-January 1, but not
Christmas Day.
Weisman said the service is not
expecting quite as many- calls over
the Christmas holiday. Th.is is due
to the fact that the weather is

usually better and traffic is not as
concentrated since travel is spread
out over more days.
The Traveline · hours are
weekdaysfrom5:30am. to 11 p.m.
and weekends from 7 a.m. to 11
p.m. The phone number is (612)
330-2764.

New international student scholarships o.ffered
by Christine Larter

Fischer said.

1 ~/1~;

Sch!f~~~~~he ~:de~~m'::t ~~f
International students at SCSU now have percent Chinese or Filipino ancestry and may
two more opportunities to make their be an international student or U.S. citizen.
educations more affordable.
The student also must have also ranked in the
The Center for International Studies is top 20 percent of their class.
·
offering two new scholarships to
For those students who are transferring,
international-students this year, the William they must have a GPA of 3.25. Financial need
Lindgren Scholarship and the Brendan and . is also a criterion. Liberal arts students are
Vernie McDonald Scholarship.
allowed to apply.
According to Director of International
According to Zniewski, the Brendan and
Studies Roland Fis'cher, the William Lindgren Vernie McDonald International Student
Scholarship was set up by former SCSU Efl9owed Scholarship was set up in July
-interdisciplinary studies professor William 1993. It will be funded through a gift of
Lindgren.
former SCSU President McDonald and a
He spent a number of years in China and memorial.
the Philippines and was involved with these
1be late McDonald was a Canadian who
areas after World War D.
came to SCSU to play hockey, according to
"He wanted to endow a scholarship for Fischer. He also earned his degree from
students of Chinese and Filipino descent," SCSU.
STAFF WRITER

"McDonald always spoke of his financial
part of his education," Fischer said. "He and
his wife determined that scholarships were
needed. He was always concerned about
international students."
In order to be eligible for this scholarship,
a student must an international ·student
transferring to SCSU for their junior or senior
year.
Students must intend to complete their
undergraduate studies at SCSU with plans of
returning to their home country. The student.
must also display a superior academic
achievement.
According to Fischer, both scholarships
are available this year. To apply, students
must fill out an application and tum it in with
all of required materials.
'The deadline for this year's award is Jan.
IO. The deadline for next year's award is
April L

Awards will be given out this year for both
this year's and next year's.
The scholarship for next year will be
given out in the spring of '97. The scholarship
money is obtained only on the return of
investment and interest, according to
Zniewski.
"We're going to make every effort to give
these scholarships out by February I for this
year's deadline," Fischer said.
According to Fischer, Lindgren also left
SCSU a collection of Chinese antiquities and
art from China and the Philippines.
"The William M. Lindgren Asian
art collection will occasionally be
displayed," said Jan Zniewski Director of
Develojlment.
Students who are interested in either of
these scholarships may contact the Director
of International Studies Roland Fischer at
255-4287.

E-MAIL US:
chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu
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sr.
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4 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Quiet, co1.wenient locations
CLAS5IC 500 &

RIVER RilXiE APTS.

D Off-street Parking D Controlled Access

□·Dishwasher
r□ Microwave
□ Tuck-under Parking □ Ind. Locked Bdnns

D Laundry
DAir Conditioning
D Mini Blinds
DHeat/Water Paid
D Free Basic Cable DOn-site Caretaker
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HESO to improve Pell Grant program
Improved information access and better technology also planned
by Lloyd Dalton

$38 million of lhe $66 million in new·
funds is designated for Pell Grant
improvement. The HESO intends to improve
The Minnesota Higher Education access to higher education for low and
Services Office (HESO) hopes to moderate income families.
dramatica11y improve several - - - - - - - "It
is
becoming
areas of higher education,
increasingly difficult for low
including the Pell Grant
and
moderate
income
program with $66 milijon in
students to pursue and pay
new funding for the 1998-99
~ d,;i) ·
for
post-secondary
bienniaJ period.
~
education," said Robert Poch,
The increase in Pell Grant
tfi:\. ~
director of the HESO. "More
money is necessary to
~~
and more undergraduate
counteractatren~ofgrowing
~d';i\
students are finding it
tuition and shrinking state
~ W
necessary to borrow."
funding
for
public
The COnsumer Price
universities, according to
Index has increased by .1 I
:~~:i:~::i;~ directo::J
percent since the 1992-93
NEWS EDITOR

MQNEy
Q.V'

IYJAtrIEm

legislation for the HESO.
"What's happened in the last several years

~!;'fxe;~hi~~o1!:~~~~:
Pell Grants has increased by only 4 percent in

~!a~o~h~as~~~~/iJ::~~i:~;igher

the same period.
In a~ition to increasing the grant system."

$590,000oftheincreasehasbeenallocatedto
increase access to infonnation about
academic and financial preparat~on. Target
groups are students of color, those with low
income and those with no previous postsecondary education.
Counseling and information will be.
provided for elementary-age students and
parents from these groups.
"Our agency has aJways been an advocate
for needy students," Lewenstein said.
Several technology-related items are also
covered under the funding increase. If
granted, a one-time request for $12. 76
million will go toward implementing' a
statewide, automated library information
system.
·
The proposed network would link
university, elementary school and publiC:
libraries.
Accordi ng to Lewenstein, . work on the
network began in 1993, and much of it is in

place now. The additional funds would help
enhance the capacity -and quality of the
system and keep pace with new fonns of
technology and increased demand.
"Our theme is 'accc;ss. to knowledge
through technology,"' Lewenstein said. "It's :
these important aspects' of access that we
need to support."
Overall, Lewenstein said he hopes to see
the legislature commit more of the -state's
money to higher education.
"It'll be a tough job for the legislature to
allocate the resources it has," Lewistein said.
"In the long run, it's for the bei;iefit of the stafe
and the students."
'The budget recommendation recognizes
that access to financial resources to pursue
post-secondary education, to knowledge, to
instruction and to infonnation must be among
the state's top priorities in order to ensure a
successful transition to the 21st century,"
Poch said.
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Miracle on 34th Street
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Atwood Theater-Admircance with SCSU ID
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L_A unique blend of funlt reggae .·rock. and ska
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We are taking appli cations for UP8 1996- 1997 Executiue
Positions: President. Vice President of Administration. and
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Oceanworh/Mixed

Ongoing until Dec. 18 in the Atwood Gallery
Gaf/er!J Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Masks. Iconography, and Critical Reflection
•
Barbara Bridges and Talahi School Students
•
Ongoing until Jan. 10 Atwood Ballroom Display Cases •

Holly Day Arts & Cra fts Fair
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Thursday . Dec. 12 in the AMC Lounge
Co-sponsored with St. Cloud Community Arts Council

.
.
•
•
•
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Only one of the state universities did not

"It has not kept pace with the higher rates

have a tuition inCrease last year, Glass said.

of higher education.

On Dec. 5, the state legislature denied a
proposition proposed by MS USA to create
a tuition freeze based on last year's tuition

Opatz said he thinks the system just
passed is that gives the universities the right
to increase tuition up 5 percent:

!:~\:~:;i;~f~~:i~~~~:~o;~:

"I like that the new system allows the
universities to use their own discretion
invo!Ving tuition increases," Opatz said.
He said it would not be possible or fair

::::~y

;;,d

;!~i~~tl~i:::~ ~!~~~!

costs of running the institutions.

MSUSA is not alone in its efforts, they

~~o!fs a~dc:~:unit~~~~t:;! t~e;h:c~
0

favor of this tuition freeze.
Glass said -Governor Carlson does not

to have a tuition increase state · wide
because of the differences at each specific

university.
.
"What is right for Mankato State, might
not be right for SCSU," Opatz said. 'There

seem to be in favor of the freeze or creating

~:v~~~~ t~ ~8ff c!::::~t:: a~tp;:~

more interested in K-12 · education.
However, Carlson is currently supporting a
proposal to increase tax breaks for families
who have children pursuing a secondary
education. The money that would grant
~~':nt:;xco:;:~~g tor.what MSUSA is

to set tuition prices."
Opatzsaidhedidnotdisagreewithwhat
MSUSA is trying to do with its lobbing ,
but he did not think that it was realistically
possible
"A tuition freeze is probably not going
to happen," Opatz said.

Glass said this is the time for the state
legislature to increase its contributions
because of the budget surplus.

MS~~";.e~trio~~~!g.'li~e 0;1!tt:; ~~~
always been concerned With keeping
tuition as low as possible for all students.

~~~~:c~~Zin~~~~; ::n:ut~g~

"When Carlson came in, there was a
Opatz said, the biggest problem with
budget shortfall, there was no money," creatin·g a tuition freeze is that students
Glass said. "Now the money is there. · will still loose in the Jong run. The money
Rather than build a new stadium or give a needs to come from somewhere, he said.
:i~~~tioi.~~ck th is money into higher When tuition fees are increased it helps pay
for professors, campus upgrades or any
State Representative Joe Opatz, who other services that are offered.
1e;!~=t~:~n~~~nri~
A tuition freeze would be benificial

::~!;1;

caucus), said he does not expect the
legislature to increase the higher education
budget.
"The legislature has nOl done a good job
of funding higher education," Opatz said.

Page 7
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education, Schools need to be able to offer
and pt'ovide, to the students, everything that
they are providing at this time, Opatz said.
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"Diversity is implied in what we are doing~•
said Johnson, "but not stated in anything that
we haVe (written down)."
. The more SCSU-oriented issues ended in a
favorable resolution, according to Johnson. The
attempt to reduce the general ed1Jcation
requirement in MGM studies from three
courses to two was defeated and for the moment
is maintained at the three course minimum.
The role of cultural diversity in the strategic
planning goals at SCSU also has a strong place,
and is listed as one of the six goals for the
campus. However, Johnson said that isn't
enough.
"I am deeply concerned about the lack of
commitment to culturaJ diversity on the state
level," said Johnson after noting the positive
efforts in the St. Cloud area.

The remainder of the retreat was focused on
how to lobby the; MnSCU, local legislative
representatives and others in govemmlmt who
might be able· to help keep cultural diversity in
Minnesota schools a top priority.
MSUSA representatives will be focusing on
a campus level and the state level, starting with
MnSCU.
"We want to 100k organJzed, nOl like a
bunch of loose cannons goillg off, said Heidi
Emberg of MSUSA. MSUSA will also be
contacting the Inter Faculty Organization, a
group that represents professors and faculty on
campuses statewide.
Students who are concerned are encouraged
to write or e-mail local campus representatives
or their own state representatives.

What is cultural diversity?
scsu.

JodiL Wallin
STAFF WRITER

Under MnSCU, cultural diversity is defined
in tenns of access to higher educational
opportunities, and is aimed at helping those
under-represented in the educational area,
including students, faculty and staff.
Those groups actually falling under that
umbrella vary from campus to campus.
At SCSU, culture is based on ethnicity and
heritage, according to Chris Huberty, campus
cultural diversity representative. People of color
are the primary concern of efforts to promote
cultural diversity. Those include blacks,
American Indians, Latinos and Hispanics in the
student body, especially the low percent of the
latter three groups in the staff and faculty.
The question of whether to include just
people of a specific culture or those who are
under-represented
because
of other
characteristics is one that has been discussed at

Group Counseling Programs:
Winter Quarter
ADD/ADHD Support Group: Receive encouragement and ideas from
others struggling with the same is.sues.
Assertiveness Training Group: To learn effective communication skills,
how to stand up for your rights, the difference between assertive
ness and aggressiveness.

The issue to include groups such at the Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexu~l. Transgender group was
discussed.
"Do . they have a fight of their own?"
Huberty asked.
At the University of Minnesota-Moorhead
the answer to who falls under the umbrella of
culturally diverse or under-represented people
groups is more extensive. II includes people
from all groups protected under the laws of nondiscrimi1:mtion, according to Veronica Garcia,
cultural diversity assistant at Moorhead State
University.
The definition is left up to local campuses.
At some schools, those of a minority creed,
color, gender, sexual orientation, age or even
marital status can be looked at as underrepresented, according to Garcia. On some
campuses it just means those who are not white,
she said.
·

Dr. Paul Hjort
Chiropractor
• 100% coverage, auto
accidents and work injurie
• Preferred one and other
insurances accepted
• State of the art facility
• New water massage therapy

Bulimia Support. Group: This group is for individuals who wish to receive continued support and address concerns associated with
the eating disorder of Bulimia; those concerns include depression, control, body
image, perfectionism and self-esteem.

• Student discount

Career and Life Planning Group: This group
will help students choose a fulfilling career
and make important life decisions.

3700 W. Division Sl Suite 101 :
St Ooud, MN 56301

Depression Managem~nt G'roup: The purpose of this group is to help students
gain insight into depression and learn
skills to manage/alleviate depression.

• Convenient location
-near Crossroads Mall on
Division St. & HWY. 15

•call for appointment•
evening appoinbnents available

251-3450
JEFF' s
TOTAL BODY PIERCING

Grief Group: A support group for pe_rsons experiencing grief due to the
loss of a friend, family member or significant other.•
Healthy Relationships Group: This group is for couples who want to
improve their relationship by learning healthy communication skills.
Non-Traditional Student Support Group: If you are over 23, married or a
parent, meet other nontrads and share experiences and information.
Self-Esteem Enhancement Group: Structured, educational group teach
ing skills which assist in the development of self-esteem.
Single Parent Support Group: If you are a single parent, receive support
and information from other single parents.

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
16 • 21st Avenue South
St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301
For Appointment or Consultation
Call 320-255.7305 or 320.393.2654

Cold
Day.s.
Hot
News.
We cover life in
and around SCSU
like a blanket.
Stay warm by
reading the ...
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"Another advantage for both the students and
the university is the university's educational
integrity is risen and the students will be able to
finish college in four years or less," said Douma.
Nearly 100 Tech and Apollo High School
students have enrolled in the program, for a total
of four sections of students. Douma said she
hopes she will have another "section by spring.
The Center for Continuing Studies is already
working with the schools in an effort to get ready

for next year's program.
"I am so pleased with how the program has
been going this year," Douma said. "I am excited
for next year. I believe we will have more students
enrolled than this year."
Gary Anfenson, a teacher at Apollo High
School, is in charge of two sections: physics and
chemistry.
·
"I think the program has advantages but it is
still so new that it is going to take a while for them
to become clear," Anfenson said.

The program has been used by many colleges
and universities for a number of years. The
University of Minnesota.has been involved in it
for 12 years.
•
Even though the program has gotten off to a
good start, some teachers and students have
mixed feelings about-it.
"Some students are struggling with the 200level clas.ses and they are asking themselves if
they should have signed up for the program,"
Anfenson said. "I think it 'is just a lot of extra 1
work for the teachers and the students. Maybe
the)'. should have signed up for [PSEOJ."
Janelle Huber, a senior at Apollo High School,
believes just the opposite. "It is a really great
opportunity that we have the program," Huber
said, "I like it a lot and everyone else seems to be
pretty positive about the program.
"Our main goal is to have the best for the
students," said DouITla, "if it's best for the
students, that is what we want."

I
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Huskies tatne Wildcats in sweep
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Eight goals Friday and some

smart play Saturday gave the SCSU
hockey squad its first Western
Collegiate Hockey Association

sweep of the season.
.
The Huskies defeated Northern
Michigan University 8-4 Friday and
3-1

Saturday at the National

Hockey Cehter.
Sophomore

sensation

Matt

Cullen returned to the lineup Friday
after missing the last two SCSU

series due to illness. Despite
Cullen's return to the first scoring

line, the Huskies' third scoring line
stole the show.
The third line got things started
by scoring the first three goals of
the game, setting the tone for the

Huskies.
·
"That was nice to see," said
SCSU head coach Craig Dahl.
'That line has been playing pretty

good lately."

Freshman Matt Noga started the
scoring for the Huskies, netting a
goal at 9:48 of the first period.
Freshman Tom Lund blasted a
slap shot from the top of the left
circle that NMU netminder Dieter
Kochan got a piece of. The puck
bounced straight up in the air off the
goalie, and Noga swatted the puck
out of the air and into the net.
Another ttiird-liner, sophomore
Jason Goulet, scored the next two
SCSU goals. The first of Goulet's
pair came 31 seconds after Noga's
goal, the second came at 6:27 of the
second period.
Freshman Mike Rucinski, the
other member of the third line, .
assisted on both the Goulet goals.
"Once we got the first goal, we
got confidence and just built off it,"
Rucinski said. "We just got another
quick chance. Good things come in
bunches I guess."
Junior forward Sacha Molin put
SCSU up 4-0 at 8:08 of the second. ·
Molin took a pass from junior Jason
Stewart and skated in front of the

Scott Arulenon!STAFF PH<JTOGRAPHER

SCSU sophomore Mark Parrish tries to put the puck past Northern Michigan University netminder Duane Hoey as Wildcat
defenseman Darcy Dallas skates in. Parrish scored two goals Saturday as SCSU sweptNMU to remain undefeated al horn~.
crease before hitting the top shelf
past Kochan.
After NMU captain Aaron Cain
dosed the SCSU lead to 4-1, Molin
and sophomore Mark Parrish added
power play goals, giving SCSU a 61 lead after two periods. .
In the third period, NMU
bounced back and closed the lead to
6,.3 before Cullen notched his fifth
goal of the seas?n to stall the

Wildcat comeback.
"We kind of . left (junior
netminder) Brian (Leitza) hanging
at times in the third and that's not
acceptable," Dahl said. "It's been a
long time since we played with a
five goal lead, but we can't do that."
Leitza stopped 24 shots to
improve his record to 6-1-0 for the·
season. The junior's goals against
average stands at 2.58 and he has

posted a .920 save percentage.
Bryan Phillips added another
goal for NMU, and junior Mike
Maristuen capped off the . scoring
with 5:33 remaining in the game.
Rucinski picked up his third assist
of the night on the Maristuen goal.
SCSU's third line totaled six
points in Friday's win. Goulet
credits the recent success of the line
to the members' rising confidence.

"We're feeling good right now
and we feel like we can play in this
league," Goulet said. "When (Noga
and Rucinski) first got here, they
may have been a little tentative. But
now they're getting a chance and
they're playing like they should.
We're playing like we belong here."
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Mens basketball ups winning streak to five games
Bemidji $fate becomeslatest victim as SCSU rolls, 66-39
by Rob LaPlante
STAFF WRITER

The defense fo r the SCSU men's
basketball team proved to be Bemidji State
University's worst nightmare Saturday night
• in a 66-39 pasting of the Beavers.
Both teams struggled to any kind of
offense early ,on. Neither team recorded a
field goal l;ln~l the 4:40.mark in the first half
after SCSU sophomore guard Jon Bryant hit
a jumper to give SCSU a 3-0 advantage.
Despite bringing a season.low 33 points
into the locker rOOm, the Huskies still
managed a 17-point halftime lead, holding
the Beavers to just 16 points in the first half.
"Offen sively, we just played an average
game," said SCSU head coach Butch
Raymond. "We won the game.because of our
defense. (BSU) were struggling all game to
get shots off and we were able to hold them to

a couple of shot-clock violations."
SCSU recorded 12 steals led by Bryant
and junior guard Sean Whitlock, who each
recorded three steals in the Huskies' first road
game of the season.
The Beavers almost finished the game
with as many turnovers (29) as they did
points (39).
"Right now, our offense is just average but
we know that any three of the guards or either
of the big-men can lead this team," said
SCSU senior guard Tony Morrow.
"Offaisively, it's been tough so far. Early in
the season, especially in all the blowouts, the
coach has to play everybody - makinp it
hard to get into any kind of rhythm."
Morrow led the Hus~y offense with 17
points. Bryant added _11 in helping SCSU
improve their non-conference record to 5-0
·on the se"a$0n.
Both Morrow and Bryant continued to

pace the Huskies from the 3-point line, each
finishing with two 3-pointers.
SCSU finished the contest 6- 16 from 3point range while BSU only was good for 16.
'1 was very pleased with the way the team
responded for their first road game of the
season," Raymond said. "Any time you go
into someone else's arena and shut them
down like that, you know you did an
outstanding job."
Even though SCSU has blown out every
team this season, tougher challenges will
come, including the game tonight at 7:30p.m.
against the undefeated University of
Minnesota - Duluth Bulldogs.
The Huskies escaped last season with a
68-67 victory against the Bulldogs in UMD.
"Going into the ·Bemidji game, some of
the guys weren't as motivated because going
in we knew it would be a blowout," Morrow

said. 'The next three games will be nice
because these teams will be a big challenge
for us and some of the players will start
seeing more playing time."
The Huskies will welcome the return of
UMD guard J.R. Smith to Halenbeck Hall.
Smith was a sophomore last season on the
Huskies' squad before transferring to the
Bulldogs.
Raymond said these final games in the
non-conference will be a good test before
opening up the conference schedule.
"We've got some really great teams
coming up that should pose a good challenge
for·us," Raymond said. "It would be nice to
go into conference play undefeated, but each
team possesses a different challenge and
we'll take it one game at a time."
The Huskies begin conference play Dec.
28 when they host defending conference
champ South Dakota State University.
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Clark.splashes into
coaching position
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Many first-year coaches feel a sense of

"The transition has been pretty smooth and,
overall, everyone has benefitted this season from
her," Haseley said .. "She's ,really easy to
ualreadnd. d and you can rea~y see the results

°''y'...""

apprehension surrounding their first season in
the new position.
Haseley, a distance swimmer, said the
Lori Clark, however, has quicldy become distance crew has experienced the most
comfortable as the new men's and women's improvement.1ne coaching change may be the
swimming coach at SCSU.
cause of that, Clark said.
"The transition has been pretty good so far,"
"Probably in the past, (Heydt) spent more
Clark said. 'The swimmers really work hard and time with the sprinters and I try to spread it
have accepted my ideas and that just makes around equally, but I may go to the other side and
things easier."
. cater to the distance people," Clark said. "I like
The SCSU head coaching position went to coaching distance swimmers, but I really think
Cl;irk after last season's coach, Diane Heydt, left · all of them work hard and have improved."
for personal reasons.
The swimmers have come under the firstClark has spent the last 15 years coaching at year coach's wings quickly. Haseley said it has
Central Washington University in Ellensburg, been easy to adapt because of Clark's coaching
Wash. Over that span, she spent time as both an philosophy.
assistant and head coach. She said -took the
"She has a really easy-going personality and
SCSU job because CWU was phasing ·out her that makes everything easier to take," Haseley
teaching position.
said. "She is a real {juiet lady, but overall you can
Another thing Clark said has helped with the see the results."
transition is the number of underclassmen on the
The SCSU swimmers have come to like
SCSU rosters.
Clark so much that they are nOI afraid of
Of the 21 members on this season's men's embarrassing her.
team, IO are freshmen and seven are
At the University of North Dakoca
sophomores. The women's team sports similar Invitational this weekend in Grand Forks, N.D.,
numbers, with 12ofthe21 members being either Clark celebrated a birthday. While at the meet,
freshmen or sophomores.
the SCSU squads joined together in a chorus of
"I think it helps that a lot of them are "Happy Birthday."
freshmen because they're open to new things,"
'That was a pretty big surprise," Clark said
Clark said. "It's always niCe to have younger ""'.ith .~ laugh. ''I didn't expect it, but it was very
"people in your first year."
mce
The upperclassmen have taken a liking to
Overall, the move to St. Cloud has been
Clark's coaching tactics. Senior Megan Haseley smooth for Clark, mainly because of the pleasant
has improved her personal-best times already nature of the people, she said.
this season, as have others in their first season
'The people here have been very, very nice,"
with Clark.
Clark said. 'That has definitely helped make the
transition much easier."
·
SCSU's swimming and diving squads travel
First-year men's and women's
to St. Olaf University today for a dual meet at 6
swimming coach Lori Clark, left, offers
p.m.
some advice to an SCSU swimmer
The Huskies host South Dakota State
during practice. Clark came to SCSU
University at 6 p.m. Friday, and the University of
after coaching at Central Washington
South Dakota at 11 a.m. Saturday.
Both of this weekend's dual matches will take
University for the past 15 years.
place at Halenbeck Hall.
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MOCCASINS!!

MOCCASINS!
OME SEE, AND YOU'LL AGREE! THESE
ARE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL AND
UNIQUE MOCCASINS YOU HAVE EVER
SEEN MOST DEFINITELY mE FINEST
CRAFTSMANSHIP AVAIIABLE ANYWHERE/
MANY MEN'S AND WOMEN'S STYLES AVAILABLE. SUPPUES UMITED.
WHERE, ATWOOD CENTER
WHEN, WED DEC. 11
FRI DEC. 13
TIME,
10 - 4PM.
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$
fARS
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Ill

Give yourself a
sporting chance!

HILLS

• 363-7797
• 4 rope tows
• Lighted hills that range from mild
•
•
•
•

OH TH£

to wild!
Warm ch"alet and snack bar
$8 for adults $6 for children
$6 for groups of 20 or more
2 New snow-boarding hills

r----------------------,
I
·'
SCS SPECIAL:
I
I
I

BUY TWO TOW TICKETS
GET ONE FREE!!!

I
I

~----------------------J
Private parties with beverage may
reserve the hill only after 9 pm.

Open 12 . 9pm
everyday

4 Miles south of St. Joe on Cty. Rd, 2 until
Junction 160, then right 1 .mile
THIS COUPON NOT VALID ON PRIVATE PARTIES
OR WITH OTHER SPECIALS

HVSl<Y
SGfHf
UN!VERSTIY

Cmonide

m~
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Looking for the swe:ep Saturday, Panish
tallied two goals in the first period and SCSU
would not look back, winning 3-1.
The Bloomington Jefferson giaduate

deflected a shot by freshman Bryce Mack.en at
the 13:24 mark of the first stanza, and
knocked home a power play goaJ with 2:24
remaining in the opening period.
"It feels good to get a couple goals this
weekend," Parrish said. "I've been getting a
lot of chances lately and haven't been putting
them away and that was frustrating."
Parrish had a chance to pick up a hat trick
in the second, but just missed after Cullen
gave him a pretty pass in front of the crease.
'That pass from Cullen was nice. It was a
gimme." Panish said. "I think I just had too

much net to look at."
·
.
Molin put SCSU up 3-0 at the 7:18 mark
of the second, but sophomore goalie Tim
Lideen's shutout bid was stopped with seven

minutes remaining in the second on a mental
mistake by the netminder.
Lideen left the crease to play a puck at the
top of the right circle as a Wildcat player aJso
raced for the puck. The goalie attempted to
clear the puck across the ice, but it went right
to the waiting stick of NMU's J.P. Vigier at the
blue line.
1be goaltender raced back to the goal as
Vigier rifled a shot, but Lideen's diving
attempt to stop the puck was to no avail.
"He said he was trying to get the puck
before their guy got there and he just chipped
it the wrong w·ay," Dahl said. "We still won
the game and got four points, and that's what
we needed."
Lideen fini shed with 27 saves. The
Champlin, Minn., native now posts a .909
save percentage and a 2.71 goals against
average.
In the third period, SCSU played
intelligent hockey and held the Wildcats at
bay en route to the victory. The Huskies
played patient and chipped the puck when

"'-'..._;

Julia Peterson/PHOTO FNTOR

-

-

.~ . t£;.

Junior forward Sacha Molin skates towards the net during the first period of Sal\Jrday's gaine against Northern Michigan
University. Molin tallied six points (three goals, three assists) this weekend, snapping a two-game scoreless streak.
they had to, allowing NMU to take lowpercentage shots.
"We did exactly what we had to do in the
third period and that was. to chip deep and
have no turnovers," Dahl said. "We didn't do
that Friday night and we gave up a couple of
goals at the end. I was very happy with our
play at the end."
Entering the NMU series, Molin had been

in a two-game scoring slump. The native of
Stockholm, Sweden, totaled six points against
the Wildcats.
"He was the johnny-on-the-spot," Dahl
said. "He played a little harder than lately,
with a little bit more jump."
Early in Saturday's game, freshman
defender Josh DeWolf left the game with an
injured hip. Results of Monday's x-rays were

Sophomore point guard
gets job done for Huskies

not available at deadline.
The wins boosted SCSU's record to 9-3-2
overall and 7-3-2 in the WCHA.
The Huskies face the University of
Minnesota this weekend in a home-and-home
series.
SCStl hosts the Golden Gophers at 7:05
p.m. Saturday, Dec. 14. The Huskies travel to
Mariucci Arena Sunday.

Still Deciding?

Shea paces SCSU in victory qver Southwest State
by_ Ryan. Voz
MANAGING EDITOR

Sophomore point-guard Katie
Shea has been the only player to
start in every game this season for
the Huskies' women's basketball
squad, me.ining she has seen quite a
bit.
But for Shea, the thing she
noticed most in the win Saturday
night over Southwest State
University was everything coming
into focus.
The Huskies led by 14 points at
the half and managed to hold on as
they beat the Mustangs 95-86 in a
non-conference game in Marshall,
Minn.
''Things reaJly started to come
together and I think its the best we
have played all year," Shea sjlid.
According to SCSU head coach
Lori Ulferts, she has been playing
everyone during the non-conference
schedule to see what combination of
players works best in preparation of
the conference season, which begins
Dec. 28 when the Huskies play host
to South Dakota State University. That might be a tough task for
Ulferts, as the Huskies had wellrounded scoring against Southwest
State University.
The Huskies had five players
score in double figures, led by Shea
who scored 24 points.
"(Shea) played extremely well

(Shea) played extremely well and we
really needed her Saturday night.
Lori Ulferts
SCSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL HEAD COACH

and we really needed her Saturday had 26 turnovers. Against
night," Ulferts said.
Southwest State, the Huskies
Three players came off the committed 20.
bench and scored in double-figures
"We have just been making
to help give the Huskies some stupid mistakes, but we did a better
added spark.
job of making less turnovers
"Against Southwest State, we Saturday night," Freshman Leah
really haO balanced scoring and I Thomsen said.
re3.lly think it was our night,"
The Huskies face Moorhead
Ulferts said.
State University Thursday night in
Sophomore Teri Watkins scored their home season opener.
15 points, sophomore Barb
SCSU hopes to redeem
Verkuilen added 10, while Heidi themselves, as the Huskies lost by
Moberg, sophomore, chipped in 14 20 points in Moorhead, Minn., to
for the Huskies.
the-Dragons in the season opener.
"It is pretty nice when you have
Against-the Dragons the Huskies
a young team and your bench can · were without the services of
score like it can," Ulferts said.
Thomsen who was out with an
One thing which comes from a Achilles tendon injury.
young team is mistakes.
"We didn't play well the first
The Huskies, troubled with time we played them, and it will be
turnovers early in the season this nice to play them full strength,"
year, have set a goal.
Ulferts said.
That goal is to have less than 20
The Huskies, led by their focal
turnovers on any particular night. In point - Shea - strive to find the
the 91-78 loss to Bemidji State remaining four players for this
University Tuesday, the Huskies season's starting postions.

'5)
For Career Information

Call
612-654-5089
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Husky Sports Scoreboard

=

WCHA llocl<ff

29
Gool«nd<n,NMU-Koch,m(21 ~,~,

~

8goals);SCSU-Leitza(24savcs.4goals)
Power play:NMU l-6; SCSU3-6;

!&nf'. f m . ~
NorthDakola
ColoradoCollt:ge...

.. 11-4-1

8-5-J
Minnesoi:a-Duluth ...... 8-S.-J
S1. CloodSrace ...........7-3-2
Minnes«a ...................84--0

23

il-4-J

--

~
HUSKJFS 3, NORTIIERN MIODGAN l
NMU....
............ 0
l
0-1
SCSO....
...... 2
l
0-3

16 9-5-0
15

Denver

10 6-6-2
9
4-12-2
5-7-1
5-11-1

Northern Mkhigan ...... 4-11-1
Alaska-Anchorage ........3-7-2
Michigan Tech ........... 2-11-1

Pmaltlcs:NMUllfor25min.;SCSUllfor
25 min.; Anendancc:4,924

17 8-5"-l
17 9-6-l
16 9-3-2

WlSCOnsin ................... 7-6-1

..4-6-2

7-8-0

First Period: SCSU - M. P-Jrrish 7
(Macken,Bailey),13:24;M.Parrish8(Molin,
Paradise), PPS, 17'36
second Pt:tlod: SCSU - Molin 11
(Paradise), ppg, 7:18; NMU - Vigit.-r 2
(unassisled);shg,13:01
Third Period: No scoring

fridor Pee; 6 Bewlts
SCSU8,NorthernMichigan4
North Dakota 5, Colorado Col!egt: 5 (OT)

Minnesooi-Duluth 3, Michigan Tech 2 (OT)
WISCOl1.Sin6.Ala5ka-Anchorage2

5etun4w
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Shots: NMU 5-1,1-12-28; SCSU 9-8-7-

Qec; 7 Be'iH/tt

24,

SCSU3,NorthemMichigan !
.
N011h Dak((a 7, Color~oo C.Ollege 3
MinnesotI-Duluth 4, Michigan Tech 2
W,sa;,nsin S, Alaska-Anchomge 5 (OT)

Goaltenders, NMU - Hoey (21 sa~, 3
goals);SCSU-Lideen(27saves,lgoal)
Power play: NMU 0-5; SCSU 2-6;
Penalties: NMU8for !6min.; SCSU6 for 12
min.; Attendance 5,301

__.

HUSKIES 8, NORTIIERN MIODGAN 4
NMU ................................0
I
3-4
4 2-8

~
Minnesou-Duluth at Denver

ScoringFirst Period: SCSU -

~
MinnesotaatSI.CloudSlate
Northem Michigan at Colorado College
Minnesota-Duluth at Denver

scsu _ _ _ _ _

Noga 2 (Lund,
Molin), 9:48; SCSU - J. Goulet 5 (Rucinski:
Besl),10:19.
Second Period: scsu - J. Goulet 6
(Rucinski). 6:'l7; SCSU - Molin 9 (Slew:art),
8:08; NMU - Cain 3 (unassisled); SCSU Molin 10 (Paradise, O"ConnelD, PPS, 12:58;
SCSU - M.Parrish 6 (Molin, Cullen), ppg,
16:48.
Third Period: NMU - Tomlinson 2
(Trudt-Ju), 2:31; NMU - Trudeau 7 {Vigier),
ppg, 5:50; SCSU-Cullen 5 (DeWolO, 8:34;
NMU - Phillips 2 (Cole, Metro). 11:19;
SCSU - Maristuen I (Rucinski), PPS, 14:27.

~
SI.CloudSlateatMinnesota .
Nonhem Michigan at Colorado College

NCC ■AIKETIIALL~
~

HUSKJFS 66, BEMIDJI STATE 39
---~.3
33-66
8SU _ _ _ _ _ l6
23-39

·scsu ....
Shots:NMU14-6--&-----28: SCSU10-14"5-----

SC5U(66)-JonBryant4-lOl-1 ll:JOn
Hinzmanl-7l-23;ShanePoepping2-20-0
4; Sean Whitlock 3-7 l-4 8; Ton)' Morrow 712 l-2 17; Zach Goring 2-3 0-l 5; Rodney
WJ!ker 0-2 0.0 O; Brandon \½.de 1-3 0-0 2;
Maik Hei'n 2-4 0-0 4; Nath.an Pelowski 2-2 004; Jason Pelowskil-40-02; Jerry Nelson
0.30-00;Totals:26-60S-l566
BSU(39)-BJ.1.a¼.>lle 3-50-07; Brandi
Winfrey 1-3 0-0 2;JefTThompson 1-5 1-6 3;
Tocld FazioO-OO-OO; Seth Greenwakll J-6
0-0 2; Aaron McIntosh 0-1 2-4 2; Colby
Bragg 1-2 0-0 2: John Frie 1-2 0-0 2; }on
Solheim l-41·23;Dan HutchisonO-OO-OO;
Ken Pooto 2-5 0-0 4; Rob Ruda l-2 0--0 2;
Ben Caron 4-4 2-5 10; Totals: 16-396-1639.

Rebounds: SCSU 30 (Hinmun 6), USU
35 (Ponto 5, Caron 5): 3,polntcrs, SCSU 616 (Bryant 2-3. Morrow 2·5), BSU 1-6
· (laVelle 1-2); Turnovers, SCSU 14. HSU 29;
Sieals,SCSU 12(Biyant3, Morrow3). BSU
7 (Fazio 2, Ponto 2); Fouled out: none;
Tcchnkals,none.
.
~
Minnesota-Duluth at Si. Cloud Statt:

mJSKJFS 9S, SOUl'HWEST STATE 86
55-95
52-86
SC5U (9S}- Katie Shea 7-13 9-10 24;
Sar.lh BrandO-l 0-00; Charysse MinderO-O
2-2 2; Samantha Brant 3-6 0--0 6; Le:ih
Thom.scn5-122-213;EmilyAndersonO.lO.
0 0: jt:nny Rood 3-7 0-3 6; Tery W.ukins 5-9
4-4 15: Carrie McGonigle 1-3 0-0 2; KyrJ
Jam;cn l-22·24;HeidiMoberg6-1 20.314;
Barh\lerkuilen5-70-l lO;Tota.ls:36-7319-

scsu
.
40
ssu .................................. :W

2595
SSU (86),Steph Tousant 3-6 0-0 6;
Melanie Chri51ensen 5-13 3-6 13; Kendra
\½.klemar 3-7 1-3 7, Becky Pelzel 3-7 1-3 5;
SiephSyltieS..!85-ll21;JenyLindsleyO-O
0-1 O; Missy l.arron 0.2 0-0 O; Dani Coleman
9-145-826;Kristin1'.ellmer2-42-26;TifTany

KreiO-OO-OO;Totals:33-7119-2586.
Rebounds: SCSU

44,

SSU

46;

Brant 2-4), SSU 3-9 (Coleman 3-3);
Turnovers: SCSU 20. SSU 32; Sieals: SCSU
9, SSU 10; F-ou1ed out: SCSU-Thomsen,
SSU-To.isant,
'Waldemar.
Pelzel;

Technicals: none

lltHa4eJI

Qrs;
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Team Scores: l. UNO 1516; 2. SCSU69 l ;
3. SI.John's 36().

IndividualResults-50 freestyle:1. Man l..elen, SJU, 21.3; 2
DaveSchw.mtes,SCSU,22.02.
100 freestyle: l. Zelen, SJU, 46.87; 2.
Schwanto:s,SCSU,48.60
100 backstroke: I. Mikt: Wencl, SCSU.
54.36.
200backstroke,l, ~I.SCSU.2,00.44.
500 freestyle, I. Man Stinson, UNO.
4:51.11: 2. Chad Uher, SCSU 4:57.1.
l,650freestyle:1.Stinson,UND,l7,09.0Z;
2. Uher,SCSU, 17:12.19
200 medley relay:l. UNO, 1:40.08:
SCSU 1:41.58;3.SJU, 1:45.35.
200 freestyle relay: ! . UND, . l :28.54; 2
SCSU, 1,30.12;3. SJU, 1:30.55.
400 medley relay: l. UNO, 3:40.91; 3.
SCSU3:48.83
800 freestyle relay:!. UNO, 7:17.21; 3.
scsu, 7:36.93.
1-meter diving: 1. 0. Lehmlcuhler, UNO,
412.5; 2.Jeremy Frye, SCSU, 390.l.
3-meter diving: 1. Aaron Mertz, UND,
412.6; 2. Frye,SCSU,401.l

2:

--

Team Scores:.l. UND, 1122.5; 2. scsu.
857; 3. SI. Benedict, 680.5; 4. Concordia 332.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
lien
ence
1an
2000

3-

pointcrs: SCSU 4-10 (Shea 2-3, Watkins 1-3,

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

itchelt

Indlvidual Results200 freestyle: I. Becki WJ.ttier, SCSU,
2:02.26;3. SarahBoott.ly,SCSU,2:06.96
200 breastS!roke, I. K. Poole. UNO,
2:29.95: 2. Camillejohn&.>n, scsu. 2:33.74;
3. Megan Haseley, SCSU, 2:35.621
200 bunerfly: 1. S. Siekmann, UNO,
2:07.89; 3. Deborah Arai, SCSU, 2:21.26.
500f=yie:I.B.Witikko,UND,5:22.23;
2.Arai,SCSU,5:27.64.
i,650f,sestyle:l.Arai,SCSU,18:i9.t5
I-meter diving: I. Sarah 1.oquai, SCSU,
380.55; 3. MarieRubel,SCSU. 353.7
3-rneter diving:l. Loquai. SCSU, 418.35;
2. Rubel.SCSU,408.4

-

NCC WRDTUNG CPdar fqli£ IOH'a
SCStrs Andy, Rcig5bd won the 150pound weight class at the Univeisi1y of
Nonhem IOWll Open. He won an S..3
deci5ioninthefoulsagainst the University
of Nebraska-omaha·s Chris Blair.
Reigstad upped his record to 12-2, and ·
bec:ame thefir.;tSCSUwres1.ler!oeverwin
a crown at the UNI Open. Reigstad. is also
sti!l. undefeated ag3illS{ Division It
competmon.
SCSUResuJts-118:Graham Petersburg l-2: 126:Aa.ron
Sanders 1-2. Chad l.avigne 1-2.Joe Kehl 02,
134: Brett Swaim, 2-2; 142: Keith Weik, 2-2;
1S0: Andy Reigstad, 4-0: 1S8: Jeff
Bullennan 4-2; 177: Ryan Marx, 2-2; Calvin
McKinney,0.2: HWf: Man LeBlanc, }-2; Ray
Nunez 1-2.

---

First Round: Bye;• Second Round:
Reigstaddec.WLIIPeach(Upperlowa)S-2;
Quarterfinals, Reigstad pinned Chad
Surle.~ (Eastern Illinois), 2:15; Semifinals:
Reigstad pinned Adam Elderkin (Michigan
Slate), L30;Final5,Reig.staddec. Chris Blair
(Nebra.ska-Omaha),S..3

What was
your first
clue?
Rabid

news hounds
consider us an
essential.

(fI nsalN~,
metus
6T. CLOUD

et Air Conditioning
et Large Storage Room
et Frost-free Refrigerators
et Heat and Water Paid
et Laundry Facilities
et Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
et Vending Machines
et Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom et Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
et Keyed Bedroom Locks
-=--+ Individual Leases
-=--+ Microwaves/Dishwashers
et Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere
-=--+ Sand Volleyball Coun

(320)251-2569

We ~ and sell used
Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets

Premiere Student Housing
et Heated Swimming Pool
et FREE Parking/Outlets

28 Fifth Ave, South
St Cloud, Minn, 5630 I

Hours:
Mon. - Fri.IO a.m - 9 a.m.
Sat. IO a.m, - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m

Call 252-2633
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Canyou
smell
your way
to health?
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•
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Regular aromatherapy practice enhances moods and improves health.
infection, oily skin, and varicose veins. It
is a stimulating yet soothing . oil
helpful in treating sunburn as
well as Chronic fatigue syndrome,
reducing fevers, and fixing an

upset stomach.
Jasmine

essence

is

an

aphrodisiac and improves

JlloodS - proven to
provide physical and
emotional relaxation.
edically, it softens the
skin, helps with childbirth,
clears excess mucus and
- - - -,mcngthens the reproductive system.

- MURJEL SPYCHALA,

Jasmine is often used in perfumes - its
scent promoting creativity, feelings of
attractiveness and counteracting indifference.
Patchouli oil, grown in India, Malaysia,

OWNER OF THE ALPHA CENTER·

the Phillipines, Indonesia, and Singapore, is

"How many products do you pick
because of the way they smell?"

MINNESOTA

by Sarah Tieck

F

DIVERSIONS EDITOR

UNJVERSnY Chronide/~3

produced in Bunna, India, Malaysia and the
South American countries.
This essence plays many roles and has
a place in history.
Patchouli oi l is used medicinally
to
fight
infections,
to
stimulate

Lavender oil, produced primarily in
France, is often used in perfumes, soaps,
bubble bath and sachets for its cleansing and
relaxing effects.
Medically,lavender
is
used
to
treat a variety of ailments, including
high
blood
pressure
and
pain
relief.
However, it is mostly known as an
emotional relaxant.
"I believe there's a psychological
benefit
that
becomes
physical,"
Sprychala said, explaining the dual physical
and mental benefits created and encouraged
by
the
usage
of
aromatherapy
techniques.
These particular, and popular ext.racts in
addition to many other essential oils can be
obtained in several St. Cloud locations:
the Electric Fetus, Beaute Techniques,
and Alpha Center-Minnesota
The Electric Fetus sells Gilbertie's Natural
Frangrance in a spray bottle for $5.95 as well
as bottles of Spiritual Sky Essential Oils for
$2.40 each and a roll-on style essential oils
for$6-$8 .

Mjchelle Noerenberg; an employee of the
Electric Fetus.
"
Although Rechelbacher no longer works
at cutting hair, he is currently Working with
formulating more natural essence based
products and training new stylists in. the
techniques made popular by Horst's at the
Aveda Institute.
Aromatherapy is by no means a new
Qiscovery. It has been used for centuries in
religious ceremonies, medicinal treatments
and to adorn and scent the body.
According to Wilson's book, the ancient
Egyptians were among the first to use
aromatherapy - fragrance was an important
aspect of their society.
Around the same time, populations in
India were using botanical products with the
development of Aylirvedic medicine and in
the Hindu ~eligion.
lbese treatments and uses made their way
around the world through teachings and texts,
and in many cu ltures served important
purposes in the enhancement of life.
According to Wilson, aromatherapy's
current usage and popularity began in the 20s

rom cheese melting in lhe Pizza Hut
ovens, to the scent of a new car, to
freshly sprayed cologne or the aroma
drifting from a newly opened bottle of
shampoo - scents pervade every aspect of
life.
The practice of aromatherapy makes use
of essential oils - natural and pure plant
extracts- to improve and further the health of
the body, mind and emotions. Scent extracts
can be used in the bath, cosmetic products, in
mixtures or inhaled directly from the bottle to
create the desired mood or effects. "Your
sense of smell connects to emotions,"
Sprychala explained.
Aromatherapy has made a comeback in
recent years - spawning lotions, bubble bath,
shampoos, and a varieiy of other products,
such as the Aveda Corporation's line, found
in several St Cloud stores including Bath and
Body Works, the Electric Fetus, Alpha
Center-Minnesota, Victoria's Secret and
Beaule Techniques.
Practicing aromatherapy can help relieve
stress and improve physical and mental
heaJth - an inexpensive aJtemative for college
students. Also, there are dozens of essential
oils in a variety of mediumS to choose from
and use.
Roberta Wi lson explained the history,
purpose and uses of the popular essential oils
in her book,"Aromatherapy for Vibrant
Health and Beauty."
ome of the more popular and well-known
oils include fOse oil, peppermint essence,
Kristine While/STA.FF PHaroGRAPHER
patchouli oil, lavender oil, and jasmine.
The oils are created by a process known as Juniors Laura Radl (center) and Minako Kikuya both received a peppermint and eucalyptus stress relief treatment at Bath
steam-distilling. Over 60,000 fresh roses are
and Body Works Sunday afternoon in Crossroads Mall. One SCSU student and Jennie Herfendal, a Bath and Body Works
needed to produce one ounce of rose oil,
according to Wilson. The number of plants employee, use the aromatherapy creams sold in the store and feel instantly relaxed.
needed to produce the oil determines the
price - peppermint oil would be much" less weight loss, to tone skin, to treat fungal
Alpha Center-Minnesota carries products with
the
work
of Rene-Maurice
expensive than rose essence as only l,000 infections and reduce inflamil.tion.
by Tisserand of England and Aromavera Gattefosse - a French chemist and perfumer
pounds of Mentha piperita plants are needed .
Patchouli is a soothing and uplifting of California. Their pure essential oils who invented and used the tenn
to produce one pound ofthe'oil.
essence - having aphrodisiacal effects, cost anywhere from $5.95 to around aromatherapy.
Rose oil is stabilizing and is mostly used sharpening the senses and calming the $20, depending on the oil.
Currently, aromatherapy techniques blend
Beaule Techniques carries the Aveda line with modem ideas and concerns over
to soothe anxuety, lift deP.ression, and as an emotions.
aphrodisiac.
·
According to Wilson's book, British of products.
rising medical costs, holistic health, natural
This essential oil is used to repair dry and manufacturers of the Victorian era imp()rted
The Aveda Corporation's products are products
and
concern
for
the
damaged skin. It is often prescribed in Europe patchouli oil to fragrance machine-made manufactured and created by Minneapolis environment
to heal wounds, help cure coughs and colds, cashmere shawls - hoping buyers would be hairdresser and millionaire, Horst Martin
"I believe its an additional thing we
and heal cold sores._It also strengthens the unable to distinguish their products from the Rechelbacher.
can do for ourselves," Sprychala
Rechelbacher, primarily known by his explained.
digestive system, relieves headache pain, and handmade shawls of India. The shawls made
is used to treat sexual problems.
in India were scented with patchouli sachets first name, formulates his products using
Sprychala
suggested
reading
Another indication of the price and rarity to protect against insects. Patchouli was also natural essences and runs several salons and inexpensive, pocket books and researching in
of an oil is the difficulty and location of the popular during the "llower power'' spas
which
utilize
aromatherapy order to learn about the practice of
· treatT1_1ents as part of the salon aromatherapy and the usage of essential
plant's production. The United States is the movement of the 60s and 70s.
leading producer of peppermint oil,
Sprychala said the essence of lavender is expenence.
oils.
according to Wilson's book, and can be one of the cornerstones of aromatherapy
"If you've ever had a haircut at Horst's,
For more infonnation, Sprychala can be
you've never felt better in your life," said contacted at 251-8967.
used in the treatment of bacterial treatments.
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Rusted Root thrills with instrument usage.
local act. After a minute or so, the band
introduces a hard-hitting drum beat and th'e
song goes from there.
.
.
After a summer touring the midwcst with
On "Sister Contine," Glabicki sings abo,.it
acts like Lenny Kravitz, Natalie Merchant a guy struggling through life by himself."This
and Blues Traveler in the HORDE festival, individual thinks if the gal he used to be with
Rusted Root has released their third album.
(who is also not having the best time) would
In their last album, Rusied Root was able only give him one more shot, they could fly
to mix unbelievable musical talent with good . through the troubles of life together. In the
quality lyrics to make what I believe to be one middle of the song, the band goes into a guitar
of the best albums in five years.
solo that almost made me thirik of this band
With s011gs like "Ecstasy" and "Send Me on another level, but unfortunately it is cut off
On My Way," the band mixed the mellow before it gets going.
feeling of the Grateful Dead and Bob Marley
"Infinite Space," a slow, ballad-like song,
with the up-tempo style of newer bands like again deals with a relationship between a man
Pearl Jam and Crash Test Dummies (Michael and a woman. The individuals both .believe
Glabicki, lead singer of Rusted Root, has a they are in control of their own lives and
deep voice similar to Brad Roberts, lead know where they are headed. ·
vocals for Crash Test Dummies):
Unfortunately, they ~ both heading in
A person doesn't have to listen to Rusted different directions. 'The· song then segues
Root for long before they catch on to the into "Voodoo," (when first listening, I d_id not
band's predominate characteristic - a funky even realize it was two separate songs) which
drum beat. In concert, the band often breaks takes a trip back in time. This song would
into long percussion solos. During these, have easily fit into the more tribal-beat feel of
every member of the band grabs some form the band's second release.
of drum and beats away. It is a truly exciting
"Dangle," the album's sixth track, has a
experience.
funky dual-duet. The first is a vocal dtlet
1be drums, unlike any other instrument, between Glabicki and Liz Berlin. The
have the ability to literally make a person second is a strange, but good duet
become one with the music. The almost tribal between acoustic and electric guitars,
beat acts like a magnet, pulling you out of but again the band cut it short. I felt the band
your chair and forcing you to dance.
was. scared to explore that aspect of their
In the band's new release, "Remember," music.
though more mellow, the band does not stray
Many people will get confused, but the
far from this funky beaL
track "Silver and Gold" is not a remake of the
The album's first track, "Faith I Do famous version Cornelius sang on "Rudolph
Believe," starts with a groovy Oriental beat the Red-Nosed Reindeer." This song deals
that makes me feel like I am walking into a with one man's obsession with getting his
into downtown Singapore bar, listening to a lover into bed. His lover, however, is more

by Jeff Dahler
MUSIC CRITIC

... The band mixed the mellow feeling of the
Grateful Dead 'and Bob Marley wit/;, the
up-tempo style of newer bands like
PearlJam and Crash Test Dummies.
interested in material objects than any sexual
acts.
The best track on the album, "Who Do
You Tell It To," screams with the
band's
musical
talent.
Every
instrument under the sun seems to 'be
implemented into this song. Flute, Chinese
dholak, cymbal, gongs, ladder & spoon,
banjo, dumbek and the mouth harp are just
some of the instruments used in this song.
This is not the only song with a variety of
instruments.
I find it amazing the band is able 10
combine all these instruments and still make
good music. I found myself getting involved
in what was being played and not trying to
decipher the crazy mixture of instruments,
like a bum digging through the landfill to find
the most prized treasures.
This album is not perfect, but besides .
Bob Dylan's "Blood on the Tracks," what
is?
"Baby Will Roam," a song about a woman
who rises above life's problems like a bird
flying away from the winter seasons, is led by

a mandolin, which is not ·the problem.
However,
the chorus is
slightly
annoying. "Baby will raam, raam, raam baby
will raam, raam, raam" is repeated over and
over. When the song enoed, I was quite
happy.
· Another small criticism is the lack of
variety in the songs' subject matter.
"Remember'' .has 14 tracks, but only two
different types of songs.
Every track seems to deaJ with love-gonewrong or something about God or heaven.
That is not to say there is something wrong
with these subject matters, it is just nice to
hear a song about going out and drinking with
buddies or traveling around the world, for
example, every now and then.
Overall, the release is very good. I would
recommend it to anyone. Rusted Root plays
good-time, upbeat music that makes a person
feel good.
The lyrics support the band's musical
strengths well, which creates a listening
experience that is second to only a select few
bands.
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King's newest tale serves up gory treat
who believes himself to be "the
only law west of the Pecos."
Entragion seems peculiar and
cold from the first meeting. This
strangeness is confmned when
severa1 of the newly-introduced

by Sarah Tieck
8ooKCRIT/C

When a book, particularly one
written by Stephen King, begins
with the sentence "Oh! Oh, Jesus!
Gross!" in large, bold letters and
the description of a dead cat
nailed to a road sign, you know
you' re in for an interesting
journey.
Like every other word in the
688-page "Desperation," those
words were neither frivolous nor
inaccurate.
King's latest novel is a tale
based on one of his favorite
themes: a supernatural battle
between good and evil.
This time, the match is set in a
small western town in Nevada,
rather than King's home area in
Maine.
The main characters are
travelers plucked from a desolate
stretch of High\_'lay 50 by Collie
Entragion, a six-foot-five-inch cop

punctuated by the word "Tak," and
similar nonsensical phrases.
These little facets of the novel
perplexed me and made me want
to read further.

-·

king's description of Entragion

characters are brutally murdered
and hung on meathooks in the
local police station or locked in ·
jail cells and guarded by a tamed
wolf- all in the first 15 pages.
At first nothing seems clear or
connected. King constantly

and his victims are strangely
fascinating.
I found myself gasping and
exclaiming aloud. The descriptions
of EntragiOn's disintegrating body;

mentions the cop's eyes and pays

couldn't help myself. It was better,

close attention to description,
repeating over and over the eyes
are dead and dark as holes.
The cop also has some kind of
diSOrder akin to Taurette's
syndrome. Every sentence is

longer and more drawn out than
any horror movie I've ever seen.
I think this is one King book
that will n0t transfer well lo
screen.
The best and most disgusting

teeth falling out and skin popping,

were so disgusting and shocking I

Ibe best and nrost disgusting
nromentsaremEntragion~police
cruiser, when he's hacking up bwod
and g(,l,ts, mucus and teeth onto the
windshield and dashboard, pausing
only momentarily to pull out his
tongue....

favorites like 'The Shining," or

moment is in Entragion's police
cruiser, when he's hacking up
blood and guts, mucus and teeth
onto the windshield and
dashboard, pausing only
momentarily to pull out his tongue,
which had come loose in his
inouth.
King effectively impresses
upon the reader the fear and
strangeness the characters are
feeling in response to the odd and
dangerous situation.
The captives ·are led in battle by
an 11-year-old, fiercely religious
"prayboy," David Carver. The
young Carver is directed by God
and assisted by Johnny Marinville,
an author trekking across the
United States on a,Harley and
writing his latest novel.
The characters face off against
Tak, an ancient and evil god, to
defend their bodies and their souls.
Many of King's newer novels
haven't been as good as traditional

"Pet Sematary."

Although "Desperation" isn't as
good as some of the earlier King
books I've read and savored, it still
holds interest and provokes strong
reactions all the way through.
I was hooked by the first
chapter's first sentence.
The novel is a journey through
horror and gore - an adventure in
the "land of the dead" and an
introduction to bodily decay.
It's gross, words are, in this
case, more effective than a
picture.
So if you've got a strong
stomach, a good imagination and
the time to indulge yourself with a
688-page book, go to the
bookstore or the library. Get a
copy and get started.
You won't be disappointed.
King will drag y9u in and show
you around town - but there's no
covering your eyes.
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vv □ Spiritual preparation

Advent Reconciliation Service
Tuesday, December 10, 7 pm
in the Newman Chapel

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9 a.m., 11:15 a.m .• 8 p.m.
Chr1slmas Eve "5:30 & l O pm
Christmas Day 10 am
Mass & J,~nts 251-3261
Office 251-3260
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EDITORIAL

College program
opens a'door for
more students'
SCSU has recently adopted a new program called Senior-toSophomore, which allows high school students to receive
college credits at the high school level.
This program opens a new road for high school students to
get a jump on college while they are a junior or senior in high
school. Although like post-secondary, there are qualifications
students must meet before they are allowed to partake in col~ege
level courses. The one qualification students first must meet is
individual class rank.
Credits earned through Senior-to-Sophomore are offered at
the high school, rather than at a particular college unlike postsecondary which requires students to travel to a college to earn
the credits.
Both programs offer the option of getting a jump on college,
but the Senior-to-Sophomore program offers the luxury of
earning the credits at the high school.
This gives students who face the problems of colleges and
their proximity a chance to still earn college credits.
'
There are students around the state who don't get the chance
at post-secondary, but with the new program students -will have
the option of starting their college career during high school.

EDITORIAL

Does anyone care
about the space
program anymore?
During the heyday of America's· space program, people
;iround the world' were glued to their television screens to watch
Neil Armstrong set foot on the moon.
As he did so, he uttered the immortal and oft-quoted
phrase:"lt's one small step for man, one giant leap for
mankind."
·
Well, we took that leap, and everyone was tremendously
excited. Little kids dreamt of growing up to be the next John
Glenn, Buzz Aldrin or Annstong.
.
Compare the excitement and glamour surrounding the space
program of the '50s and '60s to NASA today. The introduction
of the Space Shuttle seem~ to J-ierald a new, promising era of
space flights, but things seem to have been slipping since the
tragedy of the Challenger explosion in I 986.
Technical aml ~echanical problems plague our space
program tcxlay. Each shuttle mission seems riddled with an
embarrassing numbei- of setbacks and malfunctions. The
ambitious project of a multi-national space station, if it ever ·
becomes a reality, should increase interest somewhat, ro. well it
should.
Why don't people care anymore? We've become more
focused on the events on ground level, the more immediate
concerns of day-to-day life. This age of pragmatism and
cynicism is unhealthy for a hugely-expensive space program
that needs a gocxl dose of idealism and vision to survive.
One thing NASA must do in order to survive is prove to the
American people that what they're doing is in.iportant and
useful. Then we might be ready once again to take another giant
leap.

STAFF OPINION
ROBERT KRAEMER, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Bus

ride ends in futility

Those of you who have
ever done any commuting by
bus, you have·probably
witnessed the horror stories
affiliated with the Greyhound.
I have taken the bus from the
cities. before, but
have never had an
awful experience.
However, when
arrangements for a
ride home with a
friend fell through
this•weekend, I was
left with little other
option than the
Greyhound.
My first clue that this trip
was a headache waiting to
happen should have been the
moment I boarded the bus
only to have the bloodcurdling scream of a young
child ringing in my ear. That
was only the beginning. I
chose my seat on the aisle and
began to get comfortable with
my bag and coat in the seat
next to me, my political
science book in hand, eager to
catch up on some reading.
Just then a mother and her
19 year-old daughter unloaded
i_p the seatS ahead of me. They
were none too quiet about
getting settled and escorting a
nine year-old and an irritated
five month-old to their seat, all
the while continuing to bring
on their things.
Behind me I could not help
but tune into the braggart,
egotistical tales of a young
male scoring with a dame in a
bar by getting her name and

number-a feat other men that polite you~g man. I had
evening had supposedly failed purchased a pack of breath
at. Throughout the ride, their
mints while in the depot and
topics of interest spanned the
offered one to Nick. He
female anatomy, oral sex, and accepted, thanking me as he
dealing with crabs.
did each time I offered. I
Meanwhile, I was learned that he was in the fifth
noticing the
grade but had to leave school
dysfunctional
because the foursome was
patterns of the
moving to Seattle,
family ahead of me.
Washington. My imagination
The nine year-old,
got the best of me as I started
Nick, was left
to question why this crew was
responsible for
makirig such a trek.
tending to his infant
Along the way I pointed
niece and was
out houses that were decked
constantly being
;) out in holiday lights. Later, we
scolded undeserved. Finally,
played the travel version of
his sister, the mother of the
the game Guess Who.
baby, tended to her young and
Aware that I was getting
moved Nick to the seat across off Soon, the two women
the aisle with their mom.
began well-wishing and
It was evident that he had
thanked me for letting Nick sit
been partial to the window
with me. It was then that the
seat and upon
19 year-old
being denied
openly told me
that luxury. my
that the reason
paternal
they were
instincts kicked
My first clue that Seattle-bound
in. He eagerly
was because
this trip was a she had gotten
accepted my
offer to sit in
a
misdemeanor
headache
the window
and was
waiting
to
seat next to me
skipping a
and I shuffled
happen should court date. Her
my things
confession left
have been the me numb as I
around to make
room for him. I
contemplated
moment/
intrcxluced
the future of
boarded the
myself and
her infant child
··
a
nd also
when he held
bus...
out his hand
Nick's.
and said, "It's nice to meet
At that moment, all ofmy
you," I knew I was dealing
kindness felt futile, as though
with an unappreciated yet
it were simply not enough.
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Traffic violations
cause nose picking
The much hyped and talked about B.S. topic of the week, "How. I
chose to live my life vicariously through my best friend Eddie - a
hearing impaired turtle," will not be printed this week. Instead, this
week's B.S. will deal with a subject most SCSU students will be
frighteningly familiar and is all too real.
· What is this emotionally charged topic that will leave the entire
campus talking about it for weeks to come, riot to mention leaving readers
with a feeling of deja vu? It's 'The 1001 stupid
things people do while driving a car."
If you are shy and consider yourself a closet
driver or you're obnoxious and are considered a
b\lckseat driver, it's time to come to tenns with
some of Minnesota's most notorious problems on
the road.
A topic of this kind could not be executed with
precise authenticity unless one practices true
investigative reporting. Being the future Pulitzer•
winningjouma1ist I am, I have spent the last six
years going undercover, posing as a North Dakota
driver's licensee, to expose the hideous and
downright ignorant things. people do while
driving their car
BYBIILY
Okay, pop-quiz, SCSU hot shot! You're
driving down Division Street going 35 mph in
WHAIBN
that 1970 stationwagon you inherited from your
parents in high school - yes, the one with the g.
track player. Approaching you is what looks to be your best friend's
sports car. This car has speakers in place of a back seat. You begin to
maniacally honk the horn in a desperate attempt to acknowledge him/her. ·
Suddenly, the driver of the other car begins 10 look around to see who is
honking. When .you get close enough to see the driver, it's not the person
you thought it was. What do you do?
If you're like most people, you wou ld do one of the following: I)
Keep honking•and sta11'1o •wave·making•it,look like·you are·trying-10 "
acknowledge someone e1sc. 2) Look around as if you too are trying to
find out who just honked. 3) Stare straight ahead as if you have not seen
or heard a thing.
It's actually quite amazing, the stupid things people do while driving
withoul consciously knowing it. In fact, just the other day I was driving to
work and glanced over al the car next to me. There was a man blatantly
picking his nose. I don't mean a quick pick either, this guy was going to
town. It almost looked like he had his whole fist up one nostril. I am not
trying to gross anyone out or offend anyone, it's just that when I saw this
man, the thought ran through my mind of how many times I have been
caught taking a pick.
•
How many times did an attractive woman become grossed out at my
subconscious array of gratuity? How many times did some bemused child
point out my display to his fami ly through tears of laughter? Worse yet,
how many times has an itch or scratch been taken for a pick? Whatever it
may be, you can be sure of one thing; there will always be tissue paper in
my car from now on. Save yourself some embarrassment and invest in a
box of Kl~enex.
'
Another ignorant trait I have noticed driver's display is i;hutting off
their radio when something smells bad inside their car. Take this mock
situation, for example. Driver: "Hey, do you smell something?"
Passenger: "Yeah, I took my shoes off a little bit ago." Driver: "No, it's
something else, I think it was a skunk or something. I can't quite tell, but
let me tum down the radio so I can smell better." Driver: "Now I can
smell it. lt'.sjust the dead body in the trunk."
Although this situation never occurred, I believe it is safe to say that
those overplayed commercials on the radio (i.e. Baby Gold Bond Powder
and Hooked--on.Phonics) have finally polluted our minds so we can no
longer smell while the radio is on.
.
I find it humorous.. those who possess the need 10 yell at other drivers
when a traffic violation has been committed. If the violation is committed
by us, we yell at the other person. If it's committed by the other person,
we still yell at them. Why? If the other person heard what was said, .We
would most likely end up in court or get the crap beat out of us.
When I traveled home for break, I had to spend a lot of time by
myself on Interstate 94. While driving my six·hour venture, trying to stay
awake by having conversations with myself out loud and eating junk
food, I could not help but notice the driver of every car I passed had to
look over and stare at rrie. Of course, how would I know they were
staring at me ifl wasn' t staring at them? Is this another example of how
the media has extended our senses, allowing voyeurism to be accepted?
Nope. We do it because we want to see if the other person is attractive or
to see who will look away first. Basically, it's a stupid thing we continue
to do while driving our cars.
1be neltt time you step into your car, remember the things you have
read today, because the next guy who catches you picking your nose
could ~ me - and my 35mm camera, with zoom in focus.
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Student dislikes editorial staff
Once again, you messed up.
I forgave the first, thinking you are a bunch of amateurs. Now I am thinking, you are much
worse. You are a bunch of children running a little enterprise in which you don't care at all about
verifying any infonnation. I am sick of seeing mistakes in the "Comical."
Why don 't you get some editors that actually care about what they are putting out to. the
public? 6et a<clue. You have pissed off many people. You will continue to piss them off until you
obtain a professional attitude toward what you are doing.
0

Christopher A. Waiker

Junior
BCIS

READ,

, WRlrE

E-MAIL US:

chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu

Letter Policy "
All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Phone number
~ignature
Please keep letters under 300 words.
We reserve the right to edit for length, grammar and syntax.
Fonn letters will not be accepted.
Please type letters or send via e-mail:
chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu

Write today! We encourage all readers to share their thoughts.
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Housing
1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,
water, garbage and parking. On-site
laundry, on Campus Clipper bus
line. 654-8300.
,
$$$1-4-BDRM.APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. .Off.
street PEll'King, $15. 259-4841.
2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,
new carpet, new linoleuin, -n~w
blinds, newly painted!! $415/month.
Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available
now!! 654-8300

4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large
rooms, two-baths. $220/month per
person. 255-9262.
$$100 OFF 1ST MONTH'S
.
RENT$$
One-bdITTJ. apt.-availab)e .11-1,
$410/month. Two-bdrm. apt.·
available
11.-1.
$485/month.

Includes heat, water and garbage.
Very large rooms on-site laundry, on

Campus Clipper bus line. 6f?4-8300.
$179/MONTH.
Private rooms in two-bath apts.
across from U-Pik-Kwik. 04iet, wellmanaged building. Sublease
situations. $ saving opportunity,
below market rent, low deposit. 2590977.

&&

COLLEGIATE VIEW APTS.
Two-bdrm. apt. available winter and
spring quarters. Near hockey center.
Dan, 255-9163.
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED.
UVT Townhomes, $200/month.
Close to campus, parking included,
heat paid. Transferring winter
quarter. Needed ASAP.. Call 2021905, leave message.
FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer building across street from
campus. 251-0525.
FOUR-BDRM., TWO BATH APT.
New carpet, paint. Great location.
Heat paid, parking ·available. 2531320.
HELP!
Subleaser needed. Great location,
two blocks from campus/downtown.
Willing to strike a small deal. Gall
Brad at 240·9729, 315 4th Ave. S.
#102.
LOOKING FOR SERIOUS,
non-smoking female roommate to
share two-bdrm. near school. $225.
202-8041, Keiko.

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting at
$360/month.
Call
Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
. ,•
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCY
for male. Quiet building. Utilities
included. 259-9434.

$179/MONTH.
Single rooms in houses and apts.
Close to calTipus, h8at paid. 2518?84, 25.1-~18.
710 APTS.
Three-bdrm. apt. available now and
winter quarter. $540-$570. D.W.,
micro., NC. Dan, 255-9163.

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) w?rds per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, ,osting $2. Prices
are per issue.
.
• · Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a sfunding account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart HaJI..forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis .
. For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal business hours.
SUBLEASER WANTED
for spring quarter. Share wtth three
male roommates at the University
Village Townhomes. Price $200 per
month. Call for more information,
202-1535. ,
SUBLET SPECIALS.
M/F, SID in houses. Six convenient
locations. Quality living, free
parking. Dan, 255-9163.

SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
SCSU:. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bdrm. apt. New carpet.
$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 6th SI.
251-0525.
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
on 5th Ave. Housing for
women. $22Q per .month.
Parking available·. Call 202·- 9686 or 968-7137. Ask for
Tony.

Wtiir!D!tlllM
COLLEGE TOURS
PRESENTS
.
Mazatlan. spring break '97
ffom $399 (Minneapolis
Departures). Your total
package includes: round-trip
airfare to Mazatlan, 7 nights
hotel accommodation, round
trip transfers to and from the
airport, College Tours staff in
Mazatlan to assist you, freeprivate cocktail parties. For a
free informational flier or
information on earning a free
trip call (800) 395-4896 (free
call).

AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in "house-. New, close
to SCSU. $179/month, with men.
251-8284, 251-9418.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apt. near Cobom's and
downtown. Availa,ble now. Heat
paid. $34()-$380. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. available. SE St.
Cloud on bus line. Heat paid. Dan,
255-9163.
CARETAKER TEAM.
SE side apt. complex. Partial rent ·
credit for 2-bdrm. apt. Apply at
Northern Management, 1725 W. St.
Germain, St. Cloud, MN 56301 or
call 654-8300.
ONE ROOM IN A FOUR-BDRM.
APARTMENT.
Located across from ·Halenbeck
Hall. Male, rent $199., 6-month
lease, garages $35/month, heat
paid, whirlpool, heated parking,
deposit $250. Call 240-0234.
SINGLE ROOMS,
m-'f, cable and phone jacks, locking
bdrm. doors. $179 per month.
Available immediately. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
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Policies:

WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bdrm.
apts. Also s/d rooms. Dan,
255-9163.

.
A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one and two baths.
Close to campus. Heat included.
$205-$220/month. Low security
depo~R- 255-926_2.

CHARLAMAINE APT.'S
1997 summer and fall best choice.
Across from SCSU! Attractive,
clean, quiet, smoke-free, well cared
for building with classic design. New
unit and common area carpet.
Practical price and more perks like
sun decks, whirlpool spa, reseNed
heated parking,
dishwasher,
microwaves. Summer rentals
include garage or reseNe parking
spot. (Limited number of garages for
summer special). TOUR US 814 U
MAKE YOUR CHOICE! Call 2400234 to take a look.

a

AND UNIQUE GIFTS
at INNER PEACE BOOKS.
Crystal wands and jewelry,
gemstone candles, pewter
sculptures, stones, crystals,
tarot cards, fascinating
books and more. All
merchandise discounted 15% on
December 7-8. Six blocks west of
Grossroads in whtte house just past
Burger1ime. (320) 253-1817.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
(BOO) 218-9000 Ext H-3883 for
current listings,
MANAGE YOUR WEIGHT
over the holidays. Contact Health
Service SHAPES, 255-4850.

s

Break97

Complete Packages
From$429
FreeCovers,Free Day
Parties.,Discounts atshops
audYdeexeursions.

. t:AAJ\'i_\'12~
Food and Drink Packages
Available. ltlake your
ft'!iien'BU011 today spaee Is
Umlted!

-SpringBreak97ConcertFestlva1CallforlnJo.-

SunbreakStudentVaeations
· forinfocallHI00-444Hl355
Http,//www.uresoutte.oom/sunbreak

low:

cuJ:ffl/'

-•,~,

Weekry classes sta'.rt Dec:10"9-=10
a.m. Cost is $15 for eight weeks.

HeadquartersarldallQtherstudenls:
$5. All other we'ekdays, $6.
'

PAYING TOO MUCH??
Most oral contraceptives are
between $5 and $6 per month at
Health Services Pharmacy. Call
255-4852 for specific price on your
pill.

UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT.
Name an actual star for' someone.
$33. Star Directory. (800) 500-3128.

PLAN AHEAD.
Health SeNices clinic and pharmacy
are open during finals week, closed
during quarter break. Pick up
prescriptions
and
schedule
necessary appointments now! 2553193.

PUT YOUR DIPLOMA TO WORK! J
Have your resume sent to the top
200 companies in the nation as.
rated by Fortune magazine!! Send
resume + $40 for processing to
National
Career
Services,
Department C, P.O. Box 1742, St.
Cloud, MN 56302.
• SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, CoNettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(BOO) 218-9000 ext A-3883 lor
current listings.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN.
Airrt nights hoteVlree nightly social
hour/party package/discoun1S. (800)
366-4786, (612) 893-9679.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.

0

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous, will
work with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two Photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope call: SI. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Ge,main St .. Sune 205, St. Cloud.
WILL DO TYPJNG IN MY HOME.
Call (320) 240-1140 evenings and
weekends. Ask for Marilyn
Anderson.

Employment
"'30 SHOPPING DAYS LEFTI
Now is the time to guarantee the
lowest rates and best hotels for
spring break. Leisure Tours has
packages to South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica and Florida. (800) 838-

8203.

THE BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT.
Name a star for someone. Just $33.
Celestial Registry, (800) 446-3985
X1004.

$l ,OOO'S POSSIBLE
~~fid~~e~:ar~~J~r:xt~~m~:
3883 for l~fings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.

typing.
PA~~.!!:\011 free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for

&~~:~;.1~~~0~~a~~u~:

i~~~~

listings.
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send
self
addressed
stamped envelope to:

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! -Start
imme-diataly! Genuine
opportunity! RwhS.A.S.E.:
V M C, . SUITE 174
1861 M-FEDERAL Riff
BOLLTIIOOD,FL 33020

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
info. call (301) 306-1207.

EARN CREDITS AND MONEY
for tuition. TASP lnternatiooal, an
entrepreneurial
development
company for college students, is
now hiring self-motivated students
like you to gain real world business

experience

in

marketing

management and sales. We provide
training. All majors welcome.
Average

income

$6000-

$10,000'summer. (800) 543-3792.

FAMILY IN NEW YORK,
one school aged child, seeks live-in
nanny to work part-time. Seeking

individual wanting to pursue college
or other interests in spare time.
Contact Kim at Midwest Nannies.
(800) 484-9754 Ext. 5768. Many
jobs available.

,_FREE TRIPS & CASH•.Rnd out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
!:e~!~ a11 iotsSp~ngcashBr~!~
company! Sell only 15 trips and
~:t1!~.e!._,a~:[it-:or~~~t~~~iCa~pus manager positions also
available. Call now! Take a Break
Student Travel (800) 95-BREAK

HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
assembling circutt board~electfonic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
NO LAY-OFFS.
Growing company expanding into
area. $12/hr. start For applipation
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Response-America, 530 S.
Monroe

St.

Dept. 316,

Monroe, Ml 48161.

PART-TIME
OPPORTUNITY.
Work 25 hours, earn $250+.
lnteresled? Call 251-1736.
SPORTS MINDED,
former SCSU hockey
players opening new offices
in St. Cloud and Mp~. wflnt'I
company.
Seeking
motivated team players for
high income potential. Call
654-1110 for appt.
SPRING BREAK CANCUN
or Mazatlan. Sell 15 trips and travel
free. Lowest price guaranteed. FOOO
and drink packages available. Call
Sunbreaks, (800) 446-8355.
TELEMARKETING POSmONS
pos~ions available. Flexible hours.
$5.50/hr. to start plus incentives.
Phone 251-1752.
WANTED ASAP:
live-in salaried NANNY for family of
professional parents and three preschoolers
in
Lugano,
SWITZERLAND, minimum one
year, private rooovbath, insurance,
airfare, three references, interview.
Contac1 (320f363-1136.
'WINTER ENTHUSIAST'
Spend your vacation enjoying cross
~~i~ryanS::~~s~=:r~•s;~
needed for December 26-31.
Provide a camping experience for
adults and kids with developmental
disabilities. Will train. Be prepared to
~~da~iti~l~':~~~~{~j
450:8376.or,934-2nJ. EOE/AA. .•
WOULD YOU RATHER WORK AT
HOME?
Earn $100's wee~y. Free
information, send self-addressed
stamped envelope: T.B. Enterprises,
P.O. Box 41364, Minneapolis, MN
55441.

flash. 200 m and teleconverter lens.
$275. Gall 259--0368.

Logically test everything.
Atheism is true.

CAR LEASE, 0 DOWN.
'95 Ford -Escort 4-dr., auto air etc.
15,000 m., $180 month, 36 months
on approved cri;idtt or with approyed
co-~gner. (320) 584-5124.

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. • Religiori is
slavery. The biblical Jesus
lied. '"Why doeth this
generation seek after a
sign? Verily, I say unto you,
there shall no sign be given
unto this generation" (Mark
8:12) (Luke 11 :29) (Mab
12:39). "Many other signs
FIEE Actlwhles
truly did Jesus in the
Student Express. Inc.
presence of his disciples,
1.800.SURFS.UP
which are not written in this
book" (John 20:30) (Ac1s
2:22) (Mark 16:20) (Acts 5:12) (Acts
Notices
6:8) (Acts 8:13). Alheism is true.

NORDIC TRACK PRO SKIER
for sale: with model BC-88611
workout computer, used for
approximately. 6 months, best offer.
Call John at 240-8584 (evenings or
weekends).

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. The biblical god putting
its children into the infintte, burning,
screaming torture of hell is an
infinitely bad moral example, rather
than a perfect moral example, and
infinitely bad family values, rather
than perfect family values. All
religions are cults. Even a fool
knows there is no God. Christians
are worse than fools (Psalms 14:1).
Though pretending to b!! wise,
Christians are worse than fools.
Logically test everything with
unassailable honesty and courage.
Atheism is true.
Featuring works from eight
well-known local artists.
Wed. Dec. 18 8am-mid ni gh1
Thun. Dec. 19 Sam-midnight
Fri
Dec. 20 8am-3pm

Atwood main lounge

,
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. The biblical Jesus
contradk:ls himseH. (John 12:32) "I,
HI be l~ed up from the earth, will
draw all men unto me." (Matt. 20:16)
·Fo( many are· called, - but few
chosen." Far from all people are
drawn to an infintte torturer. Even a
fool knows lhere is no God. (Psalms
14:t) Christians are worse than
fools. Though pretending to be wise,
Christians are worse than fools.

CAMERA:
Nikon 2000 manuaVauto focus with

Air/7 nights hoteVfree nightly social
hour/party package/ discounts.
800-366-4786 612-893-9679

true.
JESUS AND SATAN
are REAL! There are many people
suffering during the hrnidays. Folklw
Jesus's example of compassion.
Reach out to them with a listening
heart! Then you will know the truth
and 1he truth will set you free!
LAMBDA-LGBT STUDENTS
and allies meetings every Thursday
at 7:00 p.m. Can 654-5166 for more
infonnation.
LUTHERAN LAESTADIAN
devotion Wednesday, December
11th at 7:00 p.m. in the St. Croix
room in Atwood. All are welcome.

ART/MUSIC
in the Czech Republic infonnation
meeting. Mississippi room, Atwood,
Dec. 12, noon to 3 p.m. Cqme
anytime during the three hours.
SEVERAL POSmONS OPEN
for SCSU Survey Director.
Applications are being accepted for
Survey Directors for 1997-1998.
Preference given to majors/minors
in Political Science, Sociology,
Applied Sociology, and Public
Administration. Students should be
at least juniors next year, have
around a 3.0 G.P.A., and have
taken, or will soon take research
methods in an appropriate
discipline. It ~ desirable but oot
necessary to have participated in
past SCSU surveys. For further
infonnatioo please talk to Dr. Steve
Frank in Political Science ASAP.
255-4131 , 319 Brown Han. e-mailSFSURVEY, Dr. John Murphy
(Sociology) 255-2154, e-mailAQQQQ9,
SHAM,
Society for Human Resource
Management will be having weekly
meetings on Wednesdays at _11 :15
a.m. in Atwood's Mississippi room.
All majors are welcome to join.

THE FOOL HAS SAID
ln his heart, "There is no God:
Psalms 14:1.

Community BioResources

For Sale

Spring Break Mazatlan
. with Mazatlan Express

JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Religious fatth causes
abject ignorance. Prayer makes one
vulnerable to outside forces which
are often harmful to one's interests,
promotes depression, advances a
negative self-image, creates low
sett-esteem, fosters belief in gaining
something for nothing, generates
escape rather than involvement,
creates dependence rather than
competence and activates reliance
upon pretend rather than real
solutions to problems. Atheism is

Commutiity Bio-Resources
would like to welcome hack all
area students, and invites you

-·

r- -- - - - - - ,
$5 • 00 I
I

I
I
The plasma you donate I

h

in to see our brand new state

I

Bring t is
I
center.
coupon for a. I
will he made into vital medical $
products that save lives.
I 5.00 bonus on I
_Because your donation is so
I
your first
I
1mp0rta11t, you w,11 he comI
d
,
I
pensated for your time.
I
onation.
I
of the art plasma collection
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asma ona 1011 " comp e e y
safo a2;d easy. Bring your hooks
and s'tudy or just :relax.

I

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
2019 Steams Way
St Cloud, MN 56303
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Call for an appt. today
fRlfNOS DON'! Ul fRlfNOS DAlV.( DRUNK

I

259-630 .
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Winter Heats Up at Campus -'Rec
League Basketball ·

by Todd Karich

With the preseason basketball

REC WRITER

tourney in full° swing, the
atmosphere at the fieldhouse has

As we .begin the new winter
quarter at Campus Recreation we
are preparing for the busy, schedule
we have ahead. For those of you

been nothing but hoops. Those of
you who missed out league

who tend to hibernate in the winter,
I remind you that we are packed full

Jan. 6. Instant scheduling will be
used for this event starting on Dec.

of events for the winter, and were

::::.:;:;:;:"' 9. This allows teams that register

Basketball will start on Monday,

first to have priority

sure we have something that is right

for

Compare your 3-point shooting
skills to the NBA all-stars as this
contest is run the same way the big

guys do it. The conlesl starts
Tuesday Dec. 10. The Preliminary
rounds will be held in first two days
of the contest, and those that make
it to the finals will have the
opportunity to compete at the
halftime of a men's varsity
basketball contest. There is no need
for p~registration, the field house
by 6:30 pm and be ready to shoot.
An Intramural Champion I-shirt
will will be awarded to the person
with the highest final round total.

Preseason

Boot

WHAT'S
HAPPENING AT
CAMPUS REC
Three Point Shootout
Entries Due: Time of Event
Play Begins: Tues., Dec. 10

Preseason Boot Hockey
Entries Due: Wed., Dec. 11
Play Begins: Sat., Dec. 14

Indoor Soccer League
18

Entries Due: Wed., Dec.
Play Begins: Mon., Jan.

League Basketball
Entries Due: Wed., Dec. 18
Play Begins: Mon., Jan., 6

5'10" Basketball

Entries Due: Wed. Dec. 18
Play Begins: Sun., Jan. 5

Boot Hockey League
Entries Due: Wed., Jan. 8
Play Begins: Mon., Jan. 13

Questions? 255-3325

.soo5,i/,'~~~s Basketball
For those of you that qualify, the
5' ID" league will start on Sun., Jan.
5. Instant scheduling will also be
used for this league. Players may •
only play on one team-in the regular
league, and the 5' 10" league. These
events entn~es are all due in
December and will smarty after
break. If there are any questions on
these matters. please to contact
Campus Recreation and we will be
glad to work with to make your
intramural experience great.

the winners of the Schick Super Hoops 3 On 3 Basketball Tournament was "The 4M Tiers". Toe
members include: Tony Maahs, Tony D'agastino, Bud Heifort and Jim Rodger
Hockey
Indoor Soccer League
Wednesday, December 18 by
Lastyearschamps.'RonJeremy'
will be back to defend their title on
Saturday, December 14. Entries are
due by Wednesday at 5 pm.

One of the newer events at
Campus Recreation, the league
provides divisions of play for men,
women, and co-rec. Entries are due

5:00pm. The games will be played
according to FIFA rules, with a few
lntramuraJ exceptions. Games will
start on Monday, Jan. 6.

1
NfW
mR
~nt.FAMILY FUN FEST

96 a Great Year for
Champs at SCSU
With only one intramural event
remaining in 1996, Campus Rec. has
had a number of champs in numerous
events. The most recent champs that
were crowned came from the Schick
Super Hoops· 3 On 3 Basketball
Tournament. · Tony Maahs led 4M to
the mens title.
With over 14 teams vying for the
crown, 4M demonstrated excellent
shooting and teamwork to win the
title. On the women's side the
Hoopsters were to-much to handle and
won the four team title. Both teams
demonstrated what it takes to win the
coveted intramural champions T-shirt.
Over at the National Hockey
Center the Broomhall Playoffs were a
sight to see. ChrisAeischerCaptained
the Phat Phish to the women's title.
" Ihaveneverseenamoreintense
game of women 's broomball in my
\fe," said longtime Program Assistant
Eric Knutson. "I have supervised a

number of women's games, but this

HOT SHOT

CONTEST
.

won the B division title, as they were
the last t.eam left standing of the 12.
The Mad Bombers won the A title in
deserving fashion as they knocked off
the defending champs.
As we get ready to start a new year
of intramural events, Campus Rec.
would like to congratulate all of the
champs from the year 1996. For those
ofyoustillseekingthatfirsttitle,there
are still over 20 events remaining in
the school year. All are different and
offer an excellent opportunity to
compete
in
a
recreational
environment. For those of you that
would like to find out more about
future events, stop down at the
field.house or call the number in the
left hand column, and remember, in
order to be a champion, you have to
participate.
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PRIVATE LOVERS TABLE
BANQUET FACILITIES
Vr,ll\" ltESONA IIU PRICES ON RURCER.S ANO SANOWICIIES

Tues., Jan. 21st 6:30-9:30 PM
Halenheck Fieldhouse

Presented bJ SCSUC.nJ)U! Reamtion

one was great."
On the men's side Black Death

BJelkll B~\\ comi~ seoJ
• May enter one or
both of the events
• Mens and women's div.
• Sign up at the event

choose the

to

nights and times that they want to
play. So do not Wait until the last
minute, get your team signed up as

Three Point Shoot-Out
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